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• LOCKED/N THEIRSMOKE,9-FILLED' CELLS-  " " ' f | I  
42 die in Tennessee prison blaze' 
, " / . : ' r  , '  • . . . ) 
, i 
. .  COLUMBIA, Tenn. (AP) identified the youth as Andy prisoners or visiting friends air conditioning ducts. 1 
, --  Forty-two persons, most Z/tamer. The badly burned or relatives, said one jailer was in the : 
• . of them Maury County jail youth was in critical Fire Chief Billy Thurman yea~-old building when t 
• prisoners, diedSunday in a condition in a Nashville hos- said ,the burning padding fire broke out, but w 
..~::... smokey fire that pital, material gave off a toxic unable to evacua 
: . ,~.~,' asphyxiated most of them "Me and another officer gas, but said he was not sure everyone. 
• before they could be re- drl~. him out," Farmer whether that, or the smoke, 
~. • :., , leased from their locked sai "He said he set it. which he described as There were about 
,~ ' .,..i i cells. "He has caused a little similar as that from a burn- persons in the building, 58 
. them prisoners. The re • Officials said they thought trouble. He'd been stopping ing t ire, caused the deaths, were visitors, most of who. 
• ' ,ii'i? the blaze was started by a up the commode andbe inga  "The f i re  i tself  was no 
• : cigarette in a padded cell little unruly, so we put him problem ... It  didn't take were leaving at the end 
,-.,.' .,. housing a prisoner confined in the padded cell." long to bring it under the day's one-hour visitir 
' . '-:~ for diseiphnary reasons. Randy Dew, assistant control," Thurman said. period. 
'" :" ' Chief Deputy Bob Farmer administrator at Maury "We had a smoke condition The spokesman s~id ea( • ""  . . i :
• . said a 16-year-old Wisconsin County Hofpital, said there there--that was where the cell had to be openc 
. runaway who was pulled were several women among /rouble was at." ~ individually, that there w~ 
• from the padded cell told the dead. But it was not The  building was not no master locking syste] 
• . him he set the flames. He known whether they were heavil£,~ damaged by the where all jail cells could L 
• ' : flames, opened at the same time. 
:".~ .. Forty persons were "All the victims had g( 
" :  :: V a n c o u v e r  i i v1~,1~lg  r ~ ~ H ~  treated for injuries, said down on the floor as far a 
• . ' . .  ~!;.~' Andrew Ear l  of the they could, laying down t 
• -.. ,, Tennessee bureau of 
..... .. :;, criminal identification, get some air ,"  sai l Kitimat service ~o,oo , , ,  Po l i ce  Ohie • A sheriff 's office Edward Holton. "All of th 
• spokesman said smoke from bodies were on the floor. ] 
the blaze spread in the 60- seemed like most of th 
. Herald Staff Writer Responding to the person capacity jail through victims were lifeless." 
government's proposal to 
Vancouver cou ld  be begin a Tsawwassen to 
replaced by Edmonton as Prince Rupert run' in the CANADA BAY PARTY 
"the supply point for the fall, Shelford says, "As far 
whole Northwest" if the as serving truck traffic from 
• . government does not change Vanouver and Western U,S .  SET FOR THE WEEK 
• its mind and establish a ~oAlaska, Prince Rupert is 
• . i.', T~awwassen to Kit/mat . not a suitable location." By BRIAN GREGG 
• .,:.., ferry service, according to She l fo rd  requests  " KlflmatEditor 
' . . . . . . . . . .  - Skeena MLA Shelfrd. Gallagher to carry out a 
.i' In a letter to Charles survey of the trucking Kit/mat has begun a week-long series of festivities to 
• . Craftsare s t r e s s e d  a t  the  Nass  Elementary Secondary S c h o o l  in  New.Aiyanch.. Gal lagher ,  genera l  companies  to see if ,they celebrate Ca.nada Day. Beginning toda~ and ending 
• :Here ,  Peggy Johnson and Veronica Eft work on a pattern they've created in their manager of B.C. Ferries, would prefer  Pr ince Rupert Fr iaay,  mercnants in the community  wi l l  be holding 
: .  " Home Economics Cla~s. (More photos from the school, pride of the new Nishga Shel ford  charges  that  or K i t imat ,  specials. " 
Edmoton is a l ready taking "I  am sure if you doyou ^ On Tuesday, June 28, the public is invited to attend the 
. • S c h o o l  D/strict on page three.) overfot Vancouver more w!ll find they wouldn't t/ueens t;ontest speaking and talent show at Riverlodge 
• . . . . .  .. each year". - accepttheriskinwinttheg0 ~g'mning at 7:30 p.mContestants includeAnna Marie 
• FORT NELSON LINE .nd les!~in coming to Prince a lmin i , ( I ta l ian  Canadian), Kar in  ,Bemaur (German 
" " '  ' ' Rup/¢t," he  says. ~: ' .... ., ~.~an,  Yvonne .:Melter .:.(Kiwanis), -,C~rolu~lulln 
.~-~,.-:~."~'~..'-~ ' ' - - '~- '~  '~,~-'~ ' :~v . : ,~ i  : - ' : "~ . . .  ' " . "  . . . .  "~  ~"  ~" " . . . .  , .  ~ ....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .  .... : . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ ' I f " there; ' : iS: '  no i  K iUmat  ~ja~s), Brenda. Weitman (Kinsmen), Ir is Holder]Saurn 
t/'blame? . . . . . . . . .  ' Nobody takes the c red i t  serv ice ,  She l fo rdc la ims  t. aycees),EmflyPereira(Lions,NataliaWiveos(R~. • that trucks wi l l  " take the 'GNCIub),  and Ca['rie Paul (Gyro). " ;'!i~'!i '  inland routefrom Edmonton The Queens ball will be held June 30 at R/eerie 
to Pr ince Gorge, which ge beginning at 8 p.m. There will be a beef buffet dinner, 
." . wouldn't help the Northwest and can-can dancers will entertain during the evening. FORT NELSON, B.C. . The hearing was told the The total loss projected by assistant to B.C. Raft v ice-  1977. In reality, the at all." Kenny Stockton and his band, from Nashville, will 
. .  (CP) - -  The royal extension was "one of the 1981 is $111 million plus $50 president Mac Norris, said projected revenue for this "The most important perform. Cost is $20 per couple and there is free wine and 
commission,  on British greatest railway fiascos of million 'for planned he had no idea who set the year stands at $5 million, thing in the futurewill be the cigars. 
• Columbia Railway affairs .our time" and that in just upgrading, completion date in 1968. Walter Shtenko, chief of savin of energy in moving 
~': was unable to discover at its six years of operation the Thelinehasexperienceda "Itwassomeoneonhigh," the railway's engineering trucks The presentatiov of Miss Kit/mat 1977 will takeby th~ 
• ' hearing here Friday who the Hnehas run up $74 million in staggering 270 derailments said Ritchie. "Ass  manage- services, tesitified that 
• • ."someone on high was who losses, which represents in the last two years and a merit group we were told to problems increased on the half-way up the province to Merchan Fastbail Club. 
On July I from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. the SPCA will sponsor . gave the order to build the $100,000 for each of the 700 total of 75 operation build the extension at the line with the laying of track Kitima, with no fuel except a mutt showand a pie throwing contest, sponsored by the 
• 250-mile rail link from here For t  Nelson jobs dependent disruptions, same time we were told to without ballast/no. This that used by the ferry, and Legion from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m., shoulddelight those 
to Fort St. John, B.C. on B.C. Rail. The latest, at Ellah Lake start the work on the line created depressions, save two drivers on the 900 people who are hungry for novelty. Both events take 
last week, will put the line toward Dease Lake." from ~'ancouver to place in the upper city cntre parking lot. 
" " '" . . . .  ~ , l l -~ l l - - t  weeksandcould°ut°facti°nf°ratleastf°ur Ritchie said instructions "During the laying of Kitwan~a,"Shelfordstates. 
;o ,~  
~ U t , ~ , ~ f '  were steel, plywood was placed If such a link is Hospitalwdl sponor berates at the hospital exit 
. • . ,  From 1 p,.m. to 1:20 p.m. the Kitimat General cost more given by former B.C. 
::~ .: than $500,400 to repair. Rail vicepresident J. S. on one large section of the estab l i shed,  "Ter race  near the Haisla-Lahaka traffic lights. 
, ' ..... ' " . More than 130 lumber mill Broadbent but it was not grade under the ties in order already has the supply For the adults who want some light refreshment 
:"; .... .:.If you notice an xxv$l$00o's.,.drivel for the workers in Fort Nelson have known where those orders to sustain the loads," said facilities which will become 
. "i:/"." : abundance of yyxctts and reader. A.d we're sorry, been laid off as mills seek the Jaycees' Beergarden will be serving from 2 .... - originated. " " Shtenko, who added the line the service centre of the p.m. to 6 p.m. in the arena, situated in the lower ;'", ' fghhhglyxx,/~'s in today's . .Parts are being flown up alternative means of The Crown rai lway's was so poor at one time that Northwest." 
paper, don't be distressed, right now for our seco.dary, transportation, board at the time included repair  crews followed parking lot area. A "drunk tank" will be provided 
[ You aren't caught in the back-up machine, two days The decision to build was Soc ia l  Credit  cabinet freight rains on the line and by the Lions. 
l : .imldst of a language you after parts for our primary made July 8, 1968. ministers and was chaired waited for derailments. Shelford also toms, For the more sober crowds the Lions will host the 
i~ . i ~, ~ don't understand. IVT' machine were bumped off MET DEADLINE by' former premier W. A.C. GTALLAGHER THAT A I~ds Carnival at 2 p.m. on the Super TAL AKING 
: i .~. ,; ~.OUR COMPUTERS. the flight from B.C. Rail officials testified Bennett. Shtenko agreed the line Kit/mat service in nuT. There will also be kids sports sponsored by- 
conjunction with a Prince the Legion on the grass fieldb beside Super Valu. i . . . .  ..Yesterday. just before our VVANCOUVER. Friday that they were given REVENUE DOWN could be called "one of the R necti  " ill help both
' . . . . : .  ;..:~.:. :. ' newspaper"wet t bd", they a tight completion time use of the line Expected greatest railroading fiascos TheKinsmen parade will get underway at 1 p.m., 
.,~ . ' ,  revolted o s. taking eontrtl tf . .liopefullt, Iwil be rectified which was apparently met was based on four studies, of our time" and estimated areas, and I would expect it beginning at Alexander School and travelling along 
i":.:: """" ' simple and,s and bur's and by tomorrow. So in theta, by September, 1971, when Ritchie. sa id ,  which, it would cost $375 million will increase tourist rade in Kingfisher, Haisla-Lahaka to the lower parking lot . 
. the Northwest by five or six in the city centre. Following this the parade • i ,  ..'.:~tra~sforming them into t/me, e,joy youtthtrTxx, the line was ready, for use. predicted , B.C, Rail today to build the line from times." 
":. ' ...... f f g 'li h g s ' s a n d .--thditor. Gordon Ritchiel executive revenues of $~ million by scratch, awards and freckle contest will take place from 2 
" :' '.:' p.m. to 2:20 p.m.  
R R AS OTHERS SEE (.IS 
The high s"  ancl lows of boom and bust 
; . , . . ,  l~ lU~_ l lg  I~SLII~ ir/tee loggem, the government-controlled it was the newcomers that got exalted and tbls secondary Industry cure-alL Support- th/nk of a secondary industry of any size 
, , . . . .  h i  !1~ Writer Canadian Cellulose pulp mill in Prince Ru. ran around buying up everytldng ,~a.t was. ed by a Local Initiatives Program grant, a that would work in Terrace; we're' too far Taken from 
. . . .  • ' pert, made plans to dose for conversion, n't nailed down," second floor walk-up office and one tele- from the markets, And It doesn't make : 
~le ' i~ctor , . tbe  forest indu~Ty, sud. were also faced with large stock pile~, of youTerraeedidn t suffer, orlK leutnot U '  winter examining possibilities and re- out the product." 
~iM.veals a'sflngy strea'k, sencl]n~ .your logs following the three-month pulp stike badly as thought on the outside. ~udness imarehing its end product -- a book called As for logg/ng, most feel it will not re. schemes that haven't developed. 
-~k~.t0tlle'fallreruelds of Fort MeMur- in 19715, The high inventories led to cut- sllpl~ for downtown business. Steel mills, copper smelters, ports, ,~i~' ,Fort  St.' Jo~n or to the'growlng lines definitely ' ', Opportunitles Unlimited in Northwestern 
~'~downtbwd UIC office. . _ backs by Crown Zellerbach, ~laeMillan men, but it was the carpetbaggers who Bdtish Columbia. turn to 1973 levels. The days of large scale major transportation networks -- they've 
Bloedel and other loggers working the Ter. really got stung, Locals say the businesses The TDC and its director Rod Fowler logging, are probably over for Terrace, The all been promised for this corner of the '- 
ii",:~ itl~ merchants who have to close, race area. that went under were the new arriVals, the • found two things - -  the opportunities were best and most accessible timber has al. province, and Terrace has been at the 
:- aMi the, bdw homes that have to, sit - -  And ,Terrace was hit harder than its ones that came in with the boom within the limited, and the initial expansion must ready been cut, plus the limber reserves centre, 
" ~Mt'~"~so dbcouraglnil, neighbors inthe northwest, last five years. " come from within, were overestimated, '. And the tantalizing proposals continue. . 
- ,. ::ii'/~ttt,,~vlieli .your mayor'~f four.years, a Ten logging contractors, including two "The town is resilient," says one oloth. "There's no point in us trying to get Terrace may have to settle for the less There are hints of a new ferry run be- : 
'fot'eStworl~r, has t~ leave for a better Job of the majors, pulled out; several met- exciting but more stable role of regional tween Vancouver and Kit/mat which would ~ tn Vernon, teen embarrassment ing store owner. "Four years ago people Noranda or some other giant in here," 
~h~nts went under; the jobless rate ranged were concerned that development would, centre, send more traffic and business through .' 'llk~l ~ '  Id to ~eeenomie lnJ~'y. Fowler said. "The community doesn't between 20 and 30 per cent; and over 2,000 be too fast, that the growing pains would "Our best chance for growth is as s,re. Terrace. Transport Minister Jack Davis '. 
~:': .Terrace has se~n itall'. Nothing has been, want large industry, Acopper smelter, for gional service centre," said Konkin. And talked glowingly last fall of a "highway on : 
• , ~ this,northwest timber, town in .its people left town, leaving an estimated 4t50 be acute, And now it's gone to the other instance, wouldn't'go down that well, We the governr~ent and its agencies are to. the water" to carry large trucks, trailers, 
homes on a depre,,.~ed r al estate market, extreme. But In two years, it will all be must get things going locaLly first. And 
: ' .  L I~ I /~ lie|dy boom townfoor years ago. The Terrace bust was the most publi- forgotten.'" operaUng. B.C&Hydro is putting in • 13 and maybe cars between Vancouver and 
• ~ . . I t 'e  ~ne from the high with its influx of once the locals develop some businesses million orth coast divisional centre to Kit/mat. And this, of course, would neatly 
i. ' ~ , 'merehants  and "entrepreneurs," dzed in the province. It got'national ~atten. . But others ~ant o remembe/" the bust. others will move in." service the area from ~louston to the link in with the 130 million upgrading of 
t/on and botb..major provincial parties The jobless'rate is still 20 to 25 per cent, What does Fowler have in mind? Having Queen Charlottes, and the regional health highway 37 which runs north to the Alaska 
.-." t~ ~"16w with itg,boarded store windows, jumped in -~the ~:DP used the bust as a social assistan0e continues to pour ~Imd stressed the use of local abor and local unit has been expanded. Terrace also was Highway, There's talk of 2,000 trucks a 
.. Cmp~'l~,mes and 9.5 per cent uneinploy, base for complaints, he Socreds as a base some think changes are ~eeded. materials, Fowler has s few 
merit " . .. for promises, ,dined this year as one of two headquar, month'using the new transportation sys- 
,~,'i'~he " b~m and bust hat seized Terrace Bu~ there are fe~'er lo,g faces among But what sort of changes? AS usu~t~v .suggestions: ralsing rabbits, dehydrating ters for a new highway region, tern, most of which would pass through or 
" Im~been well documented. The town's the 15,000 people here than the publldty happens in resource towns that skid, rite potatoes, mushroom growing, potter~', and 
" • ,;, E~rttmes peaked in 1973, when the prey. would suggest, cries immediately~went ou~ for secondary furniture making. "It's changing the complexion of the be serviced from Terrace, 
" '  il/ee.'~  t0rept industry had its best-ever ind,,qty. Bring secondary industry into But for larger scale industry that wil l  town," said banker Konkin. "We're less But Terrace is cautious, 
• ~q~e/md~r~ce loggers rode the crest, "A lot of people don't consider it a de- Terrace, a man~faetureror, two, and those soak, Up some of the 20 per cent unemploy- susceptible to boom and bust, to cyclical "If there's another boom in Terrace, it 
:'BUt With k.!mnber ~market that started pressed area," said Jim Switzer, assistant nasty swings in our economic fortunes Will ment in Terrace, the forest industry still influences." won't be allowed to take its own head," 
• .to ~. in  1~ fl~e troubles began, and by manager of the Canada M~npower Centre be ironed out. Every town wanhs itbut few domtnates. But Terrace is keeping its head ~ time said development watchdog Fowler. "Ter- 
• ~¢f0H, bwiqr |ummer 15,000 coastal log. in Terrace, "but outsiders do." get it. "Seconds D, industry that's not tied to when recovery and growth are beinli dis- race is more snap/dons, more gun-shy .. 
'. ~w~.Mik l  eft, 'me slump was aggra. Recalled one , main street In Ten'ace, the Terrace l)eve~olpment forestry doesn't make sense," said Royal cussed, The bust has frightened'a few, and now, and things would be kept under con. ,.: 
. . . .  ' , .~~, ' t l~  Mlglest customer for Ter- merchant: "When the ~om peaked in '73.  Corpo~t lon  (T I )C)  was set up to nur~ Bank manager Peter .Konkin.. "I can't there's a long history of development troi another time." 
, ,. / 
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COLLEGE COUNCIL MEETING 
At the meeting of 
~lorthwest Community 
College Council held in 
Smithers recently, the 
Council heard a 
PAresentation from the 
dvisory Committee on 
Health Care. The 
presentation reported the 
results of a survey 
conducted by the committee 
which indicates an urgent 
need for training and in- 
service programs for health' 
care personnel in the 
Nor thwest  reg ion .  
The brief presented by the 
committee recommended 
the establishment of a 
Hea l th  Care  Educat ion  
program as a special 
program at the College; it 
also recommended the 
appointment of a full-time 
co-ordinator for the 
program who would work 
with the Advisory 
Committee on Health Care 
to develop a comprehensive 
program to meet the 
educational needs of all the 
various people who. 
contribute to health care in 
the Northwest region of the 
Province. 
Mter some considerable 
discussion of the brief, the 
Council acknowledged the 
importance of health care 
education and indicated it 
would continue to work with 
the Advisory Committee to 
try to implement their 
recommendations. 
The Council heard a 
proposal for acquisition of 
some property in Hazelton 
that could serve as a centre 
for College operations inthe 
Upper Skeena area. 
The proposal involved 
about 3,000 sq. ft. of space 
that would be remodelled to 
provide classroom space, 
administrative offices, and 
space for library and other 
educational resources. 
Council asked the 
Building and Curriculum 
Committees to examine the 
pr~?a l  immediate ly .  
Cur r i cu lum 
Committee r ported that he 
Un ivers i ty  T rans fer  
~ ogram for 1977-78 has en finalized, as also have 
the specal programs, 
Labour Studies, Women's 
Studies, Aboriginal Studies~ 
and Early Childhoo~ 
Education. Provision has 
been made for initiating the 
second year of the 
university transfer portion 
of the Aboriginal Studies 
White water adventure in the fast.moving Fraser River. 
NOT FOR FAINT AT HEART 
Through Hell's Gate on a raft i : by ' " 
i:. Tony Sloan , Bernie Fandrich of Kumsheen moves his , The tour. company supplies detailed 
!i : PGITR SUCH AS THE Fraser and the headquarters from Vancouver to Lytton, B.C. historicm anu eco.m~cal dc m me river, route 
iii Thompson in British Columbia have a special for thesummer. The tw.on (272km or170 miles prior to your arnva~ so you can mmidarize 
i, lace in Canadian history Historically imana zrom vancouver) is ac me commence of you.rsez~, wzt.n, mcm nora ann muna ann  me 
: [ssociated with darin~ e~Dloration. ~old the Fraser and Thompson Rivers and is either mscmaung mstory ot me .eany set uements. 
~: rushes, railroad build'fag ~nd lege'nd'ary the st.art, or jouneyen ttst of Kumsheen' 16 ~vera.~ tours nave specim escorts, sacn as 
': : - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  scneamea tour.mis ummer no[ea valonze pnomgrapner ana namrmist : : aovenmre, me rivers nave once again xorgeu m " hi " Ch " " 
i : the fore as ioy-ridingptesrtours for modern day The tours beginning with a two-day trip from _~tor~an e.ss Lyons (I~ahame series, C.BC; 
i river rafters. Asncroft o ~.ytton on May 2B for $99, range up ~'v~, w.no ~e.na experuse an.~ uetauea 
~! Modern, motor-powered rubber rafts have ton  seven-day experience in mid-August mmtO~ina~O~ rUatmeg ant~vo reu terlvers, toret, 
:: replaced the hastily built log rafts and crude between ~avone and ~a;e mr $357 per _,  a go ca y ns . . . . . . . . . .  
' ' . . . . . . . . . . .  such as voyageur xne rivers, rarest, mounu aoaoc e [wmsmn. :i canoes uses ay meploneers, uutntters, . . . . .  : . . . . .  eat . . . . . . . . .  
Kumsheen Raft Adventures, have added safety _rats miter ,tap memqes.p,a~age.~rough the r ua-s~iuu f~s caW~a~rneeSSo cne~s.,and have a 
' ~nel  a ma~ae,~,a  a f  onywf r f  tt,  hi l¢~ rm~inino the t,raser ~iver s ram•us Hews uam luosconaar, epum p e oKery ma[ sanvaces 
:: thrill of running titd rver rapids withompetent Sz.n~e day ._trzps ~rough HIts ttate are st^.,~latne  O~.rtheectu~ ~ d[sc ermng t5 Bro~ed 
'~: and experienced guides avauaole at ~ per river rat. =a~.~,.~. ~ ~. .u .  ~u ~;umpm~ 
~:" mv, r  r,ft l ,~ i.~ relatively new in Canada While splosons are attached to the 6.6-metre specmmes. . . . 
Mul-t]-day-~]-p's'onturbulen~rivers, suchasthe (22.foot) raft=s to negotiate the Hell's Gate Tourpric.es incmaeall on site transportation, 
i Fraser or Thompson, combine the heart- passage, i t s  the Br idge  River .Rapids~ mea~:eqmpme.,n~ anacam~ng gear w.~n_me 
: ot ' i " i ""  excitement ofwhite water runs with accormng to ~ernie Fanaricn, ma[ s one real ~,~,.~,,, v, j, vm o,=~lm,s u~.~ .~ .~, -  
~=v~...~'...... ^~ • . . . . .  , ,1. ... ~.-,, . . . .  :'- .... pore-popper Water levels are the decidin~ available) and personal items such as ~-: M|~ t l '~ l l t L lUt l l t  ~ I~JL t I ( IV~l  U l J L  U IA l . l i q~; l t~; i  ¥1~l J t~ 'O ,  • 0. • • ~ • . 
::capnc~d by campfire camaradr uded cove at factor and ff ju~ed to be .too high by the gmdes, cameras. A list of suggested clothmt atso 
da~Vse,~ , this wildy may nave to ~e potid. 'suppneo. 
~......~;.;.;.;.:...;.;;:~. " : : :  .;:....  : ; .  '::::.::: : :: :::'.: ~..;:..::: ' : .-........'::.'.-...;...; .  : - -.................. :," -;.;. :" .-...: .-..... ;. ~  ;..... :.: .:!:; ...: .:~:~. ";~;~: -.;~: . .~:~:.- ... .:.-..:::,:.:.:.: • ..~...:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.... -..q.:r. ";...:.:r'.:::.:::.'..:.'::.:::.'.~:~F.r:r:f.r:f~::::::~:f,: f -.;.....f..::..:f.: "..~.'f f::::-::::: f.::-.::::.':f.::::-:::.y..':-::::::::::.::".::'.;:'.".:;'..:.:." "~.~.:~'.:.:.:r: 
FOR SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
Rupert teachers oppose public funds use 
A brief requesting Prince 
Rupert school board to 
officially oppose the 
Independent  Schools 
Support Act currently being 
debated in Victoria was 
presented by Prince Rupert 
D is t r i c t  Teachers '  
Association at a board 
meeting last night. 
Board Chairman Fred 
Beil thanked the 
representatives forthe brief 
but when asked if the board 
would take a stand on the 
issue Beil said trustees first 
would discuss the matter. 
He added, however, one 
point given little 
consideration i  the debate 
is the danger of independent 
schools closing and the 
public school system being 
faced with costs of 
absorbing the students. 
The teachers tated any 
money channelled to 
independent schools means 
less for public schools and 
according to the act in some 
cases the province could 
conceivably pay 100 per cent 
of a school's operating 
expense. 
The brief indicated 
a l though Educat ion  
Minister Pat McGeer told a 
trustees' meeting that 
f inancing independent 
• This coming July 2rid and 
3rd the Prince Rupert Olde 
Tyme Bottle Club hopes to 
put on its biggest bottle 
show. 
Last year over 1,300 
people viewed the display 
which was made up of 
private collections from all 
over North Central B.C. and 
some from the Lower 
Mainland. 
The displays included: old 
stoves, insulators, ginger 
beer bottles, beer bottles, 
syphonS', ink wells, Royal 
Doulton jugs, Indian 
baskets, Chinese items, 
Ancient bottles On display 
beachcombed treasures, need or have aupacates of. 
pop bottles, together with 
fruit and medicine 
containers. 
This year there will oe a 
table to help people identify 
the age, etc. of their bottles. 
Another table will display 
what to look for in bottles, 
such as age lines, pontil 
marks, etc. 
There will be sales tables, 
and a small charge to cover 
cost of prizes (non profit 
organization). The sales 
tables will be set up so 
collectors can trade goods 
and sell what they do not 
Sales tables will contain 
Avon bottles, medals, old 
postcards, ink well, jugs, 
and canning jars, etc. 
The place: The show will 
be in "The Pride O' The 
North" shopping centre. 
If you are interested in 
displaying your bottles 
(artistically by lighting or 
by explanation labels) or 
would like to include them 
on the sales tables, please 
contact Bob Malashewsky 
at 330 - 5th Avenue West. 
Telephone: 624-4824. 
schools, will not affect the 
public school system, at the 
same meeting he announced 
less provincial money will 
be available for education i
future and boards will have 
to make up the .difference 
f rom taxes .  
"How is it a provincial 
government can find 
funding for independent 
schools, yet cannot find 
funding for public 
schooling?" 
The teachers also 
objected to the Act on 
grounds it establishes no 
regulations or prerequisites 
for some schools relating to 
teacher qual i f ication, 
curriculum, spendin{~ or 
admi t tance  ru~es .  
The brief compared the 
separate school system in 
other provinces and said, 
"There are several essential 
d i f ferences. . . in other 
situations a separate school 
is in no sense independent. 
It is operated by a publicly 
elected school board...and 
must meet statutory 
requirements as an 
acceptable alternative to 
public school attendance. 
"Bill 33 also violates the 
principle of the non- 
sectarian public school 
system, established when 
program. 
A modest expansion of 
other programs has been 
planned for the various 
communities served by the 
College. 
In particular, the College 
will attempt to establish 
some courses in areas that 
have had very little on-site 
service, like the Nasa valley 
and  Stewar t .  
Council were informed 
that the evening program 
for the Fall to be given at the 
Terrace campus has been courses in first aid, air 
finalized. The program is brakes, automotive tune-up, 
considerably larger than and meat cutting. 
any previously given by the A report was presented by 
College.. the B~rsar concerning the 
It contains twenty-seven cafeteria and dormitory 
courses ranging from operation~. 
welding and small engine " l 'h~ report indicated that 
repair to carpentry and tirade operations are 
basic upgrading c~)urses, presently being very heavily 
A variety of business subsidi/,ed by the province 
office courses will be given, ard I.ha~ the indications are 
as wellas several courses in that Ibis subsidization will 
electronics, not continue past the 
|n addition, there will be present 'fiscal year. 
UP TO 500 
Membership grows 
in Skeena NDP ranks 
By ANDREW PETTER 
Herald staff wirer 
The Skeena NDP 
constituency association is 
stronger than ever. and still 
growing, according to 
reports handed own at the 
assoc ia t ion 's  annua l  
meeting in Terrace 
Saturday. 
Membersh ip  secretary 
Jennifer Davies, of Kitimat, 
reported that donations 
were up and that the total 
membership was now 
approaching 500. 
.Davies aid that activities 
in Kitimat during the past 
year had been successful 
from both financial and 
social points ,of view. 
"We are making an effort 
to .try and involve our 
members locally" she said. 
Bruce . Ferguson of 
Terrace told the .meeting 
that h is .  club had 
.exp(~rienced a "terrific 
increase in membership" 
over the last year. 
"The Terrace NDP club is 
in a healthy position - much 
better than ever m the 
past," he stated. 
A hazelton representative 
reported that he situation in 
his communit)is also "on the 
road up." 
Out going president, Chert- 
wing of.Terrace, said that 
"the major emphasis this 
year was on strengthening 
the (NDP) clubs" and 
building the party's 
g rassroots  suppor t  
th roughout  the  
constituency. 
A new Skeena NDP- 
xecutive was elected at tlr 
meeting. They apresidcnt, 
Marg LubbersofSmthers; 
Vice President, Brian 
Northup of Smithers',. 
IN. SASKA TCHEWAN 
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. 
(CP)  - -  During critical 
periods of the forest fire 
season 
Saskatchewan 
crimination is shown by the 
RCMP 
residents and tourists-- 
either must serve on the fire 
line when asked •or serve 
time in jail. 
In such situations the call 
may  be 
volunteers 
both methods were used last 
May. Fire officials got an 
estimated 1,800 civilians to 
the fires north of here, some 
Conscription hits 
Fire Fighters too 
be accepted, When such 
claims as medical disability 
or a court- appointment are 
m northern confirmed the man is 
no dis- excused. 
On the line, firefighters- 
betwen local using a shovel or axe or 
packing a four-gallon hand 
water pump on his back- 
get paid $3.74 an hour. It's 
.straight time with a 
mzmmum of 12-hour shifts. 
issued for There .are quiet periods 
or a draft and when fires cool down. 
There "is no 
discrimination because of 
sex but \most of ff~e 
firefighters are men and 
most of them are young. 
.Secretary, Hob Gofninet of 
Kiti mat : Treasurer- 
Membership secretary, 
Jennifer Davies of Kitimat; 
and Pr,wincial council 
reprcsenlat ive,  Bruce 
Ferguson of Terrace. 
VLJ[CAN 
MACHINERY& 
EQUIPMENT 
LTD.. 
[:~',,v art Roa~l 
~RiNC[ GEORGE, B.C. 
Phone:. 564-0101 
Offers You: 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING.BANIAI  
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO.AX 
JOHNSON 
Contact: 
Gar[y Curtis 
Sales P, epresentative 
Clearwater B.C. 
['hone' 674-9692 
of them "recruited" by the 
RCMP. 
Sgt. Bill Klama of the 
Prince Albert subdivision 
said RCMP in the Waskesiu 
Lake and Smeaton 
detachments  stopped 
travellers and pressed them 
into service at the fire Hnes. 
Provincial legislation 
provides for such action, he 
said. 
"Once the provincial 
authorities request us to 
recruit people to fight fires, 
we can do it." 
But, he added, there was 
no truth to stories the RCMP 
"swept through bars" 
drafting men. 
"It wasn't a fuil-scale 
thing, but I've known of it 
happening in the past. 
"What better place than a 
beer parlor to find men with 
nothing to do on a hot, sunny 
afternoon?" 
EXCEPTIONS MADE 
Everyone is eligible, 
although some excuses will 
Ready Made ' 
Drane.  '": ' 
Now In  S tock  • i , 
Assorted Patterns 
WESTERN HOME 
FURNISHINGS LTD. 
4501.  Lake ise  Ave  
Ter race  635-271 0 
YELL O WHEAD DOLLAR DAY 
, _ __  SPECIALS 
25 Lucky "~\  
Winners "~ 
'S, 
A Negotiable 
CoJn ~d 
MON-THURS JUNE 27-30  
All single pattieburgers $1.00 
PRESENTATION 
i of a 24 Karat G01d Coin between 4- 5 p,m. 
Monday 
FREE Orange Drinks 4 .5  p.m. Mond 
OPENING HOURS 4342 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
10 a.m. ,12 p.m. Sun. Thru Thur. 
10 a.m. 1 a.m. Friday & Saturday For takeouts Phone635-71OQ 
 'Health care education program studied 
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Doing some extra work are these two smiling stude'nts: Jimmy Sawatsky (left) and Clayton Horsburgh. 
Honing his skills in the shop is 
Jerry Calder of Greenville. 
• k-, i 
Nass Elementary 
• ,2 '~ .  
Lyle Frcw of Kincolith took a break in class as a time 
to study in the school library. 
• " ' . '  : ,~ i  ~ i '  ¸ 
~ . ~ I ' . ~ * ~ ' ~  .... ~ . . . .  ~ ~s  
_ _ _ . _  ~,..~:.,~,,,~ ~ i :~ , .. 
Secondary School 
With $3 million worth of 
buildings and equipment, 
the Nass Elementary 
Secondary School is not 
what you'd expect upon 
entering the small village of 
Aiy~ush. But it's certainly 
something Nass residents 
have long deserved. 
Serving students in 
communities like Nass 
Camp, Greenville, and 
Kincolith, N.E.S.S.pr0vides 
for the delivery of education 
at ~ sophisticated level, the 
kind only larger centres are 
usually able to wrangle. 
But this is the largest 
school in the Nishga School 
District,withstdents from 
Grades one to eleven. 
Last week, vice principal 
Jim Collard~ showed a 
delegation from Terrace 
around the school, 
displaying the library, 
science tabs, typing rooms, 
wood shop, home economics 
lab, gym, and other 
facilities. 
Students either commute 
from the outlying villages 
or ,  during inclement 
weather, may be housed in 
one of the group homes just 
up from the school itself. 
Teacherages are locate 
nearby and t~ whole scene 
appears to have brought tl~e 
community spirit of Aiyansh 
right to the doorsteps of the 
school itself, manifesting in 
the pride that Collard 
obviously shows in touring 
guests around and the 
commitment of the school's 
teachers. 
David Barton, and Matt Wright seem to be enjoying the pulse of their checkers 
match. 
~:',~ ; 
~ N"~'~ - . . . .  :/~ 
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Thc woodwork room at Nass Elementary Secondary School featurcs s number of " ;" 
student aids, practical equipment upon which students, like Lawrence Stephen, ,,: 
of Grcenviile, can practise for possible post.school vocatlom. ' ~i 
• . , .... ...~ ~,~ 
~.. ~,r~ : ,~" ~., ~ .. ~' ~,/ .:~ - '" , I,..,-- 
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;111 
Nass Elementary Secondary School vlce princlpui Jim luborat~ywaHs, llkemauyothersinthescheols, lspapered 
Collard explains some of the features of his school at with photographs of the students and staff. 
Aiyansh while standing in the high school senior lab. The 
/ 
,.- ( ] 
j - .  
Volleyball action in the school's modern, well-equipped gym. Spectator seats are folded against the wnll for use later when t]~ cro,.vds arilve, 
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COUNCIL SNUB 
IS BUSH LEAGUE 
By MICHAEL TINDALL 
For Terrace and District Chamber 
The Alberta Northwest Chamber of Mines and 
Resources gave a reception and almost nobody 
came. 
Approximately 40 representatives of gas and oil, 
steel, lumber supply, drill rig manufacturing and 
service companies arrived in Terrace by private 
charter last Friday and held a reception at a local 
hotel. 
Their intent was to meet with Municipal officials 
and the Chamber of Commerce and learn 
something of the economic and social ftavtu of 
Terrace. eioly problem was that not a single 
representative of the Municipality had had the 
courtesy to put in an appearance up until midnight 
when the Chamber representative took his leave. 
Aldermen Cooper and Jolliffe were in attendance 
at a Regional meeting and may be excused. 
Perhaps the Mayor and some of the other alderman 
were officially engaged and unable to attend but at 
least one alderman was at home when called by the 
Chamber to enquire about the apparent Municip.a. I 
snub of the Mines reception, and that person 
made no effort to attend. 
Indeed, he seemed completely uninterested, 
mentioning only that he thought something had 
been arranged some time ago. 
And that, citizens of Terrace, was the lack of 
enthusiasm, courtesy, and Municipal interest 
sho~n last Friday evening by your elected officials. 
I~s not as if it were a last minute affair either. 
The Municipal Clerk advised the Chamber of 
Commerce about the reception in May and the topic 
was discussed~. What worries most were the. 
comments heard at the reception and later at 
dinner; comments such as, "Who'd invest here 
anyway? Nobody's interested." 
Or, "I wonder what's wrong with Terrace? 
Prince Rupert (the.ir previous stop) had a whol_e. 
delegation out The Chamber of Commerce will 
nglyales much of the tosm function in ttrce and 
Mayo Tat eedtliclthat maybe the Chamber should 
take over the industrial development concern as 
well. Perhaps the Mayor's master plan provides 
also for the Chamber to become the official 
welcoming body for visitors to Terrace. 
Whatever the tayor plan, let'stotat he, his 
aldermen and his municipal staff are sufficiently 
well organized in the future to ensure' that there is 
no repetition of the bush league social and political 
snub suffered last Friday by 40 Alberta 
businessmen. 
Nuts about tennis? 
There are many frustrated tennis players in 
Terrace who do a great deal of complaining 
about our lack of courts, but little else to improve 
them. 
For those of you who are interested, a meeting 
has been arranged for June 29, 1977, Wednesday, 
at 8 p.m. in the Senior Citizen's Room at the 
arena for the purpose of organizing a club and 
electing representatives. 
ROSS LAKE 
Dear Sir: 
Voice of the readers 
Brian compares apples to oranges 
The application for a changed their minds The frustration me ' It should he emphasized 
Your June 23rd issue neighborhood pub occurred because of a newspaper applicant now feels appears that up to the present ime 
to be because he refused to the petatoe shed owner has 
not violated any city by- 
laws. He ins nbt operating a 
business out of the building. 
czrried a comment b~. Brian 
Gregg, Kitimat Editor, in 
which he concludes that 
Terrace Council are "tin 
gods". Mr. Gregg is 
responding to some 
comments made by  a 
Kitimat citizen and he  is 
entitled to his opinion, 
however I am somewhat 
disappointed in him because 
were I to use the same 
uestionable ogic I should 
udge all newspaper ditors 
as a group and base my 
opinion on my experiences 
with a certain newspaper 
editor in recent years. 
The first two cases 
mentioned in the article 
were the Inselberg 
Ne ighborhood Pub 
Application and the "Potato 
Shed" Land Use Contract. 
The third case is presently 
before the courts. None of 
these cases arc similar and 
Mr, .Gregg has given us a 
classic example . of 
comparing apples to 
oranges and going bananas 
over the result. 
prior to 1976 and only one 
t~resent member of Council, 
c mayor, was involved in 
that decision. 
Attempting to blame the 
present Council for that one 
is stretching credibility a 
little too far. 
In any event I find the 
association of Mr. Inselberg 
with the other two easesan 
insult to Mr. Inselberg. 
On the potatoe shed issue 
the suggestion was made 
that all members of council 
story. That is simply not 
true. 
My stand has been 
consistent and very clear 
from ,the beginning. I am 
opposed to the rezoning or 
land use contract on the 
grounds that to place 
industrial land, spot zoned 
between residential and 
agriculture with the only 
access, through residential 
areas is not good planning. 
Other industrial and is 
available for that purpose. 
"Wake up, Ot i s -  There are either burglars or RCMP downstairs/" 
One man's opinion 
Please d-ill on my neighbor's land 
by Les Rowland 
of Oilweek 
What is happening with 
major projects all over 
North America is typical of 
the conditions which 
prompted the request by 
Kitimat Pipeline for 
suspension ofits application 
to the National Energy 
Board for a pipeline permit 
covering a route from 
KiUmat to Edmonton. 
Opposition by so-called 
environmental groups and 
ecological scientists, many 
of them in the "pseudo" 
category but some with 
genu ine  suppor tab le  
concerns, was very 
reminiscent of a couple of 
incidents in recent Alberta 
history. They arc 
exemplified by the 
psychological response to a 
project which may cause 
some disturbance to the 
g ound, the nearby stream, e view of the sky or the 
~ uiet surroundings: "we on't object o the project in 
Tree-stumped lake 
HOPE, B.C. (CP) -- Ross Lake, the Mary Williams of McNary, Ore. 
man-made reservoir that floods the "It's too bad the countries have to 
Skagit Valley behind Washington State's disagree over it," said Billie Everett, of 
Ross Dam, is a dry and dusty wilderness Sumas, Wash., who with her husband, 
of old tree stumps this week as a winter Henry, was sharing a campsite with the 
of light snowfall begins to take its toll on Williams family. 
the water level. B.C, OPPOSED 
Hugh McIntosh, a spokesman for Environment Minister Jim Nielsen 
Seattle City Light, the utility that wants has pledged the province will do all it 
to raise the dam another 122 feet to can to oppose raising the dam, whicm 
enlarge the reservoir, says this year is would back the Skagit up another 7 1-2 
the first time since the dam was miles into B.C. 
completed in 1940 that the reservoir will The low lake levels have exposed the 
not fill to full pool level, rotting stumps of thousands of trees 
Ross Lake crosses the Canada-United loggedoff before the dam was completed 
States border about 25 miles southeast of in the 1940s. Tourists anxious to launch 
this Fraser VaUey community. The dam their boats must carry them from a high. 
itself is 22 miles south of the border, and-dry launching ramp through the 
The reservoir was 1,554 feet above sea stumps to the water's edge. 
level Wednesday, McIntosh said, 37 feet Some were prepared to take the 
below the planned level for the date. Full trouble, though, confident that the water 
pool level is 1,601.5 feet. would rise. 
American campers and fishermen "It's coming up," said Harry Hawkins 
visiting the parched reservoir say of Auburn, WAsh. "It's always up in 
they're not ~ure why Seattle City Light July. 
wants to raise the dam. "A lot of people didn't come this " r 
"! don't understand why they w~nt o because they didn't think the coulcl ~.~t 
i , ~.,, i c reservoir bigger when th~ their boats in the water. But you can do it 
• . ?. :t fldt now," said camper if you work at it." 
principle as long as it runs 
over someone else's 
property !" 
One of the incidents was 
very good natured and 
personal because it involved 
ranch friends whose kids 
were in Alberta 4H and 
raising champion calves a 
few years ago. It was at the 
time when gas leasing was 
very active in the foothills 
and companies were falling 
all over one another to snap 
up freehold leases. We had 
done a little quiet advising 
on the psychology of trying 
for the best price before the 
fever cooled off. Altogether 
a dozen or more families 
came out of the wheeling 
and dealing with enough 
cash bonus money to build 
several new barns, remodel 
kitchens, buy new 
equipment and set up 
university funds for the 
young 'uns. 
A little later at a regional 
4H meeting we got into 
conversation with one 
family about what would 
happen ext and asked one 
of the wives if she was 
enthusiastic about the 
prospect of drilling to prove 
up the acreage. Yes, she 
said, it's going to be real 
good - as long as they drill on 
the ...... ranch instead of 
our's. 
The other incident was a 
conversation with the guest 
speakers at a recent 
American Right-of-Way 
Association meeting. This 
dealt with " community 
'esponse to power line and 
~ipeline rights.of-way and 
he public relations involved 
n setting out a route which 
would satisfy both the 
regulatory authorities and 
the land owners. 
The two speakers, both 
representing one of the 
protective associations, put 
up what the industry 
audience thought was a very 
reasoned argument about 
mechanical details of farm 
operations and movement of
equipment. Pipelines are 
not much of a problem, they 
agreed, because you hardly 
ever see them, but 
transmission line towers 
can be hazardous. All they 
wanted was mutual 
unders tand ing  and 
discussion of each other's 
problems. However, they 
did agree, with the sense of 
humor that is essential if 
you want to stay in either 
petroleum or farming, that 
it's a natural instinct to 
agree with the need for the 
power but want the 
power line to go somewhere 
else. This was essentially 
the argument of all the 
Crowsnest Pass commu 
nities in an earlier.Calgary 
Power hearing. 
In the Kitimat ease the 
result was an ironic twist of 
circumstances, because th~ 
withdrawal for the present 
from the Kitimat terminal 
proposal, where the 
embattled fishermen at one 
point actually prevented an 
official of the pipeline 
company from getting on his 
airport bus, has opened the 
way for. a new wave of 
concern about he impact on 
Puget Sound. This is the 
alternative proposal of 
Trans Mountain, which is 
now being supported by the 
Kitimat sponsors. 
If it wash't so serious it 
would have been hilariously 
funny to read the 
impassioned comments to 
the press by the 
environmental lobby about 
the iniquity of, in effect, 
moving the threat from 
"their" place to "our's". 
One  of the large 
environmental groups took 
the logical approach of 
,telling the Thompson 
The Kaieteur Falls on 
the Potato River in Guyana 
drop 741 feet. 
The Taj Mahal is really a 
mausoleum, built near Agra 
in the mid-17th century by 
Shah Jahan for his favorite 
wifi:, Mahal. 
Lebanon was part of the 
Turkish empire until 1914 
and under b'rench mandate 
after the First World War. 
Independence was declared 
Nov. 26, 1941. 
Napoleon Bonaparte died 
at the age of 52. For his last 
5'., years, he was a British 
prisoner of war on the Island 
of St. Helena, 
inquiry commission it would 
now switch its tactics by 
opposing the Cherry Point 
terminal proposal presented 
by Trans Mountain which 
the Kitimat sponsors are 
now supporting. The 
environmental lobby will try 
to get the terminal for Port 
Angeles, although there is 
no indication how the 
residents around that port 
on the Olympic Peninsula 
would feel about it. 
By GORDON HARDY 
.It was Calvin Coolidge 
who once noted, in a 
moment of crystalline 
perception, that "When 
more and more people are 
thrown out of work, 
unemployment results." 
Coolidge himself later lost 
his job as President of the 
United STates when the 
Great Depression hit. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  what 
Coolidge found tobe true for 
unemployment is not 
necessarily true for 
unemployment insurance. 
Just because you lose your 
job, don't count on getting 
UIC benefits automatically. 
The Unemployment In- 
surance Commission has to 
protect the working 
Canadians who pay for the 
scheme from too heavy a 
load. Parliament has laid 
down strict rules in our 
unemployment insurance 
scheme, and woe to those 
who ignore them. 
You can lose six weeks 
worth of payments, called 
benefits, for quitting your 
job without good cause, or 
for being fired because of 
your own misconduct. 
You can be penalized for 
false or misleading 
statements. 
You can be denied 
benefits because you 
accept Council's decision 
back in 1976 and because be 
continued to gamble 'by 
building an industrial 
complex on the property. 
Now the issue can be 
conveniently obscured with 
other issues like "jobs for 
the unemployed", economic 
stimulation" and "hardship 
on the owner". The real 
issue still is land use. 
Fur thermore  the  
implications to giving in to 
the kind of pressure now 
being exerted is' a little 
frighteni ning. 
On that basis any 
comparison between this 
and the last case is not valid 
and is an insult to Mr. 
DiGiovarmi. 
Finally to the Kitimat 
citizen mentioned earlier; 
I would like to ask him why 
so many people who #ork in 
Kitimat prefer to live in 
Terrace. People who 
created "'The Ship of Foods" 
shouldn't throw stones. 
H. Oiesbrecht 
Council fails 
to hear pleas 
Editor, Terrace Herald 
It always amazes me at 
the priorities our council 
sets. They are willing to 
give the Chamber of 
Commerce grants for sewer 
and water connections and 
help build curbs for their 
information booth. Yet 
whenever Minor Baseball 
has asked for improvements 
to the ball parks, they are 
told do the work yourself. 
The council does not 
realize that without the 
many loads of sand donated 
by local contractors to Agar 
Avenue Park, and the help 
of Minor Baseball coaches 
and players, who raked 
rocks in order to start the 
season this'year, the park 
would not have been 
adequate toplay on. 
Without the many hours 
given by Colin Chaustenauf 
and Red L'Estrange we 
would not have such a 
presentable park as Rotary 
Park is right now to play on. 
All Minor Baseball coaches, 
umpires and scorekeepers 
give a lot of volunteer time 
with the boys and should not 
be expected to to maintain 
the parks as well. 
The council talks about 
promoting tourism without 
even listening to Minor 
Baseball when we say again 
and again that if we had a 
decent park with sewer and 
water connections, so we 
could have bathroom at 
least, we could host the 
Provincial Bronco Finals 
for B.C. Minor Baseball. 
This would mean at least 
eight teams consisting of 
fifteen boys each and all 
their coaches, parents and 
friends would be coming to, 
area. This would total ato t 
two hundred people who 
would be needing food, 
motels, etc. This is not a 
small amount by any 
means. 
But our pleas fall on deaf 
ears while the Chamber of 
Commerce manages to have 
their needs met without a 
bat of an eye by City 
Council. 
Th Chamber of Commerce 
seems to have priority over 
. groups like Minor Baseball 
who keep 265 young boys 
occupied for three and a half 
months of the year.Council 
has to start listening to other 
organizations in Terrace. 
when they ask for help 
Lil Farkvam 
President Terrace Minor 
Baseball 
Thanks 
Editor, Terra.ce Herald: 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to" thank the 
many organizations that 
assisted us in having 
another  success fu l l  ' 
competition. 
Special thanks to: 
Canadian Propane, Terrace 
Coop,  Ovcrwaitea, Toco 
Crafts, The Search & 
Rescue, Jim Jelferis Esso, 
Rewford Splice.Rite, Cedar ,, 
River Timber, Twin River 
T imber ,  Dog & Sugs, 
Tomohawk Tribe C'Bers, 
Labatts Breweries, Water 
Lily Bay Resort & C.F.T.K. 
Also to the drivers of the 
busses who so skillfully 
drove the narrow road to the 
take off site: Henry 
Neutzncr, Bill Christy, Roy 
Clifford, Brian Doually, 
Percy Gauronski. 
Many thanks to Paul 
Kaminski who's generosity 
makes it possible for the 
flyers to land and the 
spectators towatch with the 
use of his farm. 
P.M. Bowen Colthurst 
President 
Skeena Hang Gliders 
Law 
received holiday pay when 
your work ended, and the 
Commission decides that 
you are on holidy, no 
unemployed. 
But, you can appeal any of 
these decisions. 
The greatest number of 
appeals take place because 
people have been cut off 
unemployment insurance. 
In most cases, claimants 
have been cut off because 
the UIC says that they have 
limited themselves too 
much in the wage they will 
accept, the area in which 
they will work, or simply 
because they have not 
looked hard enough for a 
job. 
One lawyer who has 
handled a number of these 
types of cases says, "In 
general, if in doubt, ap- 
peal". 
Once you heare about a 
decision going against you, 
you should appeal within 
thirty days. 
Vancouver lawyer Allan 
MacLean tells of a young 
woman who rather foolishly 
reported to the UIC that she 
had holidayed at the 
Calgary Stampede for ten 
days while she collected 
benefits. In fact she made 
an error; her Claim had 
begun well after the Calgary 
Stampede. 
The woman was cut off, or 
disentifled, but, since she 
had found a job by this time 
she didn't bother to appeal. 
Several months later the 
UIC demanded a refund of 
moo. 
Had she appealed the 
original decision it would 
have been easy to refute the 
demand for a refund. She 
had simply made a mistake 
in her deelsratinn to the 
Commission. Yet, since the 
thirty day appeal period was 
over, MacLsan, acting as 
the woman's lawyer, had 
considerable dif f iculty 
gettlng her appeal through. 
The appeal- procedures 
will "test you nothing more 
than the price of paper and 
postage. They are not 
particularly difficult or 
intimidating if you know 
what you are doing. 
You can give notice of 
your intention to appeal 
simply by writing a letter to 
the UIC. Then, in meat 
c~es, you appear yourself, 
with or without a lawyer or 
other epresentation, before 
a board of referees. You 
state your case, the board 
decides, and the matter 
finishes there. 
Appealing is a matter for 
which you should be fully 
prepared. If you warn zo 
appeal, contact the Van- 
C ouver People's Law Sc..heol or a copy of ~heir booldet: 
CLAIMS THEY 'CHOKED'IN TOURNAMENT 
L'Estrange w ll sell Reds 
in its 11-9 loss to Smithers 
Glaciers Friday and have 
not been taking baseball 
seriously all season. 
Although the team 
presently holds down first 
place in the Bulkley Valley 
League, it has not been 
playing near its potential, 
said L'Estrange. 
"I don't hink the people of 
this town care Whether they 
have a hall team or not and I 
Red L'Estrange said 
yesterday he will sell the 
Terrace Reds and get out of 
minor sports altogether. 
L'Ealrange, a resident of 
Terrace and local sports 
enthusiast" for 20 years 
walked outon the team after 
its first game in a 
Moricetown tournament 
over the weekend. 
• According to the owner- 
manager, the club "choked" 
don't hink the youngpeople 
cat~e ither. Maybe I've 
been ramming it down their 
throats," he suggested. 
L'EstranRe has owned the 
Reds for. four years and, he 
says, it has proven to be a 
waste of time. 
"I am not going to have 
anything more to do with 
any athletic team in this 
town. It's just not worth it." 
"You give hours of your• 
personal life and if it gets 
results, you don't mind. But 
when there are no results, 
why bother?" he asked. 
The disgruntled owner 
said there were two or three 
~ ood players cn the team ut the "general attitude"' 
was not serious. 
He said for the size of the 
town, Terrace should be 
producing .many more 
goedathletes m every sport 
Flyers Jim Watson, waits" far the ball that never 
arrived. (Photo by Dave Hamilton) 
Willie Chemko of the Terrace Reds gets a hold of a 
Smithers pitch as the Glaciers catcher, Philadelphia 
unsettled by the manager's 
exodus. He admitted that 
"some of the players" don't 
take the game seriously but 
didn't think the club's 
rfOrh~ance warranted w- 
ut by L'Estrange. 
The owner said he will 
advertise the sale of 'the 
team and will attempt to 
collect the uniforms and 
equipment. The Reds 
represent a $4,000 to $5,000 
investment, much of which 
ha will not he able to 
recover, said L'Estrange. 
RED L'ESTRANGE. 
than it is. The only reason 
for this, says L'Estrmnge, is 
the indifference on the 
pc, epic in the town. 
'In this town you're lucky 
if you can get 10 baseball 
players to come oat (for 
tryouts)," he noted. 
When the owner-manager 
walked out after the Friday 
game, his assistant Jack 
Richard took over the 
coaching duties. 
The club clobberd a 
Morieetotn sawmill team 
the next day in a game that 
lasted only four innings. 
The Reds were ahead 15-I at 
that point and the 
Moricetown team decided to 
forfeit the game. 
Sunday morning, the Reds 
went down to a 5.4 defeat at 
the hands of the Motive,own 
Cube. 
A spokesman for the 
players aid the :esm was 
surprised, but not really 
i 
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Photos and results of 
Kit,mat Ladies Fastball Tournament 
in tomorro w's paper 
Amazing 14-year-old 
suprises Chris Evert 
WIMBLEDON rAP) -- 
The U.S. tennis boom has 
produced some startling 
successes at the centenary 
Wimbledon tenn is  
championships which enter 
their second week today. 
Record crowds at the All- 
England club were kept 
buzzing last week by the 
brilliance and composure of 
14-yoar-old Tracy Austin, 
who double-backhanded h r
way into a second-roand 
clash against defending 
women's singles champ 
Chris Evert. 
The centre court contest 
drew some remarkable 
tennis from the youngster 
although the more 
experienced Evert won 6-1, 
6-1. 
Evert later said it was the 
toughest match mentally 
she had ever played and at 
times she lOOked across the 
net and thought: "I wonder 
if she is going to he No. 1 in 
the world some day." 
Austin, who has been 
playing for seven years, is a 
wellgroomed product of 
relentless and costly 
coaching. Her coach, Bob 
Lansdorp, thinks the Cali- 
fornian will be Wimhledon 
champ within three years. 
GIRL  PROMIS ING 
Another promising ~irl is 
16.year-old Anne Smith of 
Dallas, who took a set from 
fellow American Billie Jean 
King before succumbing in 
the second round. British 
commentators aid the 
Texan was one of the most 
athletic newcomers to alp 
pear on the women's teems 
scene in recent years. 
But it's in the men's 
singles that the new names 
are challenging the 
established stars for 
Wimbledon glow. 
This year's quarter- 
finalists include 18-year-old 
New Yorker John MeEuroc, 
who was ranked No. 270 in 
the U.S. before he left for 
Europe, and 20-year-old 
Billy Martin, a pro for two 
years whose family moved 
from Evanston, lib, to Palos 
Verdes, Calif., for the sake 
of their son's tennis career.. 
Eskimos down AIs 
C oarew batting ,403 on last play of game , • • . . . . .  Inn '  Adams fourhit game of .the York Yankees a 5-4 
.~At'.) =--. u e.  _ _ American League easeD.an American League baseball 
MONTREAL (CP) -- CuUer also had a single scoring. KnecKea in a cmo re,era season when Minnesota win over Boston Red Sex 
Dave Cutler's third field and a convert for the A crowd of 22,147 saw eight runs and Rod Carew Twins beat Chicago Whim " 
goal--a 39-yard boot on the Eskimos with quarterback Edmonton bring its pre- inereased his batting av- Sex 19-12 Sunday. 
last play of the contest-- Tom Wilkinson and rOOkie season record to 2-0 while erage to .403 with his sixth Adams lined a grand slam 
giive Edmonton Eskimos an end Wayne Johnson corn- Montreal is 0-2. homer, doubled in two runs 
18-!G triumph over Montreal bining on a 23-yard pass- Neither team mounted and chased in single runs 
Alouett.e~.i~Su~.~daxL'~!n/:r'a~'~ddr~ play fqr~Edm0nton s any prolonged rives in the 
t;a,¢h'an ~.'oomau League' 'only toucildown, opening quarter with Canada ,~  a single and sacrifice 
preseason game. Montreal quarterback Joe Swect's ingle on a missed flY" 
Culler, who had field goals Barnes and Les Strayhorn field goal attempt from the Carew, who homered, 
'from 41 and 44 yards out hooked up on a 30-yard pass- 36.yard line the only seer- retains doubled and singled twice, knocked in six runs and 
earlier in the final quarter, and-run play for the 
delivered his game-winning Alouettes' only TD. Aside 
kick less than two minutes from his two field goals, 
after Montreal's Don Sweet Sweet also had a convert 
had put the Alouettos ahead and a single while punter 
16-15 with his second field Wally Buono had two singles 
goal of the afternoon, to complete Montreal's 
Vailancourt wins 
Hamilton jumpoff 
HAMILTON (CP) -- 
Michel Vaillancourt and his 
mount Branch County, 
silver medallists at the 1976 
Olympics, won the Hamilton 
Stadium HorseShow Grand 
Prix jumping competition 
Sunday, beating lan Millar 
and United States profes- 
sional Rodney Jenkins in a 
jumper,. 
Va i l lancour t ,  from 
Hudson, Que., bad a 
faulUe~s ride with a time of 
36.4 seconds on the jumpoff 
course. Millar, from Perth, 
Ont., rode Springer to 
second place with no faults 
'and a time of 37.4. 
with only four faults each, a 
good showing considering 
the soft, tricky footing which 
resulted from heavy rains 
on Friday night and 
Saturday. 
There was a five-way tie 
for fourth place--Jenkins on 
Icy Paws, Jenkinf on Mr. 
Demeanor, Barney Ward of 
the U.S. on Wow, Terry 
Liebel of Toronto on 
Merchant of Venice and Dan 
Foster of Mississauga, Ont., 
on Loctite. 
Vaillancoart now leads 
the Eastern Challenge Cup 
competition with 12 points 
from two shows. At the end 
ing. 
Eskimos' speedster Larry 
Highbaugh gave the fans a 
scare when he returned 
Sweet's second wide field 
goal attempt 52 yards before 
Sweet, the last Montreal 
de fender  between 
Highbaugh and the Alouette 
goal-line, tripped him up 
near centre,reid. 
Puter Buono added 
another single for Montreal 
with 18 seconds gone in the 
second quarter before 
Strayhorn combined with 
Barnes for the first 
touchdown ofthe ~ame after 
a fumble by Edmonton's 
Steve Ferrughelli was 
recovered by the Alouettes 
at the Eskimo 46. 
Strayhorn ran for seven 
yards to the Edmonton 39 
and inn Me,ford caught a 
nine-yard toss from Barnes 
to set-up the 30-yard pass- 
and-run play. 
Strayhorn took the pass i~t 
the 25 and sped up the 
middle, breaking two 
tackles before falling over 
the goalline with 2:30 gone. 
CUtler got E~lmonton's 
first at 7:.10 when his field 
wrestling 
title 
QUITe ,  Ecuador  
(Reuter) - -  Canada 
retained its Pan-American 
junior wrestling title Sunday 
despite losing to the United 
States in the freestyle 
section. 
The Canadians had earlier 
won the Greco-Roman 
section and took four of the 
10 freestyle vents while the 
Americans won five. 
Canadian gold-medal 
winners in the freestyle 
were Wayne Brightwell of 
Strathroy, Ont., in the 90- 
kilo class; Mark Tuura of 
Vancouver in 74 kilos; Deng 
Yeats of Montreal in 62 kilos 
and Floyd Rodgers in 48 
kilos. 
Canad ian  s i l ver  
medaliists were John 
Dawyer Of St. John's, Nfld., 
in the 68-kilo class, Gord 
MacKinnon of Osbawa, 
Ont., in 82 kilos; James 
Phil, s in the 100 kilos and 
Erik Boss in the over-100 
kilos. 
scored five. 
The Twins set a club 
record with the 19 runs. 
The victory also allowed 
Minnesota to regain first 
~Whiaee by one game over the 
te Sex in the tightly 
bunched American League 
West. 
The White Sex, who 
slammed four homers in the 
game, chased Minnesota 
starter Bill Butler in the 
third inning. Butler 
departed after giving up 
two-run homers to Lamar 
Johnson and Eric 
Soderholm. 
Jim Essian and Chef 
Lemon added solo home 
runs for the White Sex. 
Twins reliever Tom 
Johnson pitched the fmai 62- 
3 innings and claimed his 
ninth victory against only 
two losses. 
Yanks 
sweep 
Bosox 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Pad 
Blair singled Roy White 
home from third in the ninth 
inning Sunday to give New Jenkins, aboard his top 
mount, Idle Dice, knocked of a fiveevent series, the top goal attempt went wide for a ~;:.:~:~.~`4~.~.:(~..:~:~i~::~::~:~:;.~:!::~(~.~:~:::~4~;:~:.~i~.:~;~(~..~:!~;:.~.~; 
down one fence for four five Eastern Canada riders 57-yard single before [' 
faults in a time of 36.1. ,meet a similar lineup from Sweet's 34-yardfield goal at " _ KIT IMAT 
The three had gone the West in the East-West 12:57 increased Montreal's ~ ~. /~ I~b~(~j .TR j2 ] [ I~[~~/~ ~[~L]L] 
threngh the fi/'st two rounds Challenge Cup. lead to 12-1. 
• edges  Andrett i  " " " " "  Sneva . First Annual 
Mixed 
in $400,000 race Late'Summer Bonspiel 
With the triumph, the 
Yankees swept the three. 
game series with the AL 
East Division-leading Red 
S0X. 
Boston had tied the game 
in the top of the ninth as 
Tommy Helms singled in 
two runs and Steve Dillard, 
who had singled, crossed the 
plate on an infield out. 
But in the bottom of the 
ninth, White and Thurman 
Mu/mun hit consecutive 
singles after Mickey Rivers 
opened the inning by 
grounding out. Chris 
Chambliss was walked in- 
tentionally, loading the 
bases, before Blair slapped 
a single through the drawn- 
in infield off reliever Bill 
Campbell to end the game. 
Mi~key Rivers sparked 
three Yankees raihes by 
leading off with singes. He 
scored on Chambliss's 
single in the first and on 
singles by Munson in the 
third and sevent~. 
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. 
(AP)I Tom Sneva, driving 
a smooth, consistent race, 
held off teammate Marie 
,~Mretti by 1.75 seconds for 
victory in Sunday's $400,oo0 
Schaefer 500, which was 
marred by a serious crash 
involving Mike Mosley.. 
'Mes]ey plowed into me 
second turn wall only a few 
laps from the finish. He was 
rukhed to the hospital semi- 
eomeious, and in stable 
condition. 
..AIl~esley was taken to an 
entown, Pa., hospital to 
cheek for possible neck or 
back l~juries~ a hospital 
spg. kesman ~d.  
Mosley was running in 
fifth place when his 
Lightning racer broke loose, 
s lammed into the second- 
turn wall and bounced into 
the infield. 
The crash gave Andre tti, 
trailing Sneva by more than 
a lap, a chance to make a pit 
stop without losing more 
ground. He passed Sneva to 
regain the leader's lap just 
as another yellow flag came 
out. That allowed AndretU 
to close upbehind.Snnva for 
a five.lap dash to the finish. 
Andretfi had a sizable 
lead dyer Sneva when fading 
brakes caused him to 
at  the  Ki t tmat  Arena .  
overshoot his pit  area on the 
161st lap. He had to go ~ Sept  2,3 ,4 ,5  L lmtt .~8 I P~ l lks  : around the 2½-mile track ?:,. 
again, and lost a lap. $40 e. t r l /  fee,  4 events .  The victory in the seeond :. 
racing'sleg of Indianapolis-typeTriple Crown ~ ~teak barbecue, banquet and dance, 
moved the 29-year-old ~ Organized events for children. Lots of free 
Sneva, winner of two 
previous U.S. Auto. Club ~ camping space available. Right in the 
lndy car races , into the the' national ~ middle of the best fishing time in Kit,mat ,~. 
championship. ! 
Sneva, a former junior Entrees to be phoned to 
Spokane,high sc OOlwash.,principalaveragedfrom i ;  Ann Schooling 632.2554 
152.931 miles an hour inhis 
blue and white McLaren- ~ or Stan T!nkess 632.3690 
Cosworth. `~4e;~:;~.:`4~.~:~/:~.~.~:~:..:(4~!.~::~.p;:~::~4~.~:;~:..~;;:~`.`.`.`.`.`.`.`.`.~:~:~::~;;~:~.~:~: 
, TUESDAY, JUNE 28 
POLLY'S CAFE 
Chinese & Western  Food 
TAKE OUT ORDERS 
DAILY OPENING HOURS 
7 :00AM - 9 :00PM 
4639 KEITH AVENUE 
PHONE 638-1848 
one pelm  
)NAL 
O-AX 
3 power heads 
Feltet.Bunchnf Allachment 
Inl,oduclng ,he new go.anywh~re 300 SezleS Ptirt~e 
Mover from Nahonal HyrJto,Ax Des=gned from lhe 
ground Up IO quickly handle fhlt#~., essential timber ~roc. 
easing lobs ft~e 300 brings a whol(: now conceal el 
ve,saflllly to a COSt.COnSCIOUS woods industry 
Firll el oIL Ihe 300 is a fellor.bunche,. Can be used wHh 
Morbark Or any olher standard ~,hoar uD to , 5 in I! com. 
Poles wHh any rubb0r.llreU f~,l!or.bunchet on the market 
-actually oulcycle$ fronl ~Jnd Ioadr!f ~O~[er bun,her 
cOmblnaltone-ye! coals considerably toss Ihan mo~l 
Hydtoslahc drive DIoDeIs Ih'~ 300 and assu~es 1he con. 
slant high vol~Jmo Ot 011 nOCP.S'~,1t y for Of heron, ODetahon 
Of Ihe shoat Short alms keep the 300 close 10 115 work 
ehmlnafleg any need for counttrrwelgalS 
Pulh.pulL click.click and 20 m~nu~es lalor your 300 ~S 
all sot to dehmb a SklrJder Io~rJ of solt wood lot rotltld 
Chain.Flair rJ~hmbf.t AtLIC hml,nt [~q[lle y CtJnet Atl~lchmenl 
Ih;}t I'1c, V And its C,'loabl~ ot dohmUlng up Io 4,~ cords 
Ol,t hC,.r t!s 2@ slas~,*n 9 OItoy .~IoL, I chains tolale al 32.5 
l~m L I~hlh n(J ,t tl[lllln(J dCtlon th,11 omckly removes l imbs 
r.h~r:w5 ~hi*rtl u[~ ,3nd SOds Oul a hoe mulch Ehmlnale5 
YOUr 5~15h (JISPf)S[I( ~*lfO~J('1n OnCe and for al l  
Bonus allachmonl no 3 Hydlo.A~ s famous Rolary 
Cutlmq Ih~ad No bush le;lguer this hungry one IIs 
,l~l~r~t'Jf~f! f~l:p.~'~inljtnq bhldos CIP.al OU1 brush scrub 
iln(I Stf~il[I ItO(~5 ~11 =lf, ,1cfo.~ot.hour clip. lot site proper. 
atloft Dt@.comnlt!tculJ Ih lnn lng  an(~ r lgh l .o i -way  
m;ittlll.tl~lncr~ 
Interested? l"hetp5 r~l.~vot bo£.n anything like this all. 
fOr t ' in  fhrol!.ltt.rmu f'~lz']Chlnl ) bolero but tl S here now-  
rlr,lrJy 'rl tJ() it) .~otk lot yOU nn a ¢lozon Of your loughezt 
ass~gnm*;n% C~.)m~lolo do,adS yours lot the asking And 
~,=tl bq h'1DDy 10 ~llran~o tel your personal viewing O! 
WOOd oroduclton cr Dtovide a clP.ane~' chip for Idler chip lhe 300 .~(~tl~ ,t, denlonstr,lhon film CMI ot wri le Ioday! 
oDeratlons Thomtdh.stomd~hmb~Jr attachment gUt,S on 
VULCAN MA=H'N'fRV = E"UWM=NT L'r,',. 
P.O. BoK 2280. Cow~,t Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
Ph. (604) 5640101 
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FAVORITE FAVORS HARD TRACK 
'Pea soup' determined Queen's plate-o,utcome 
TORONTO (CP) -- There Woodbine during the expect to win," jockey Jean track we would have won Greenwood race track, he WAS LATE SCRATCH 
afternoon didn't exactly iCruguet said after therace, the race by three or four 
Cruguet was trying to add lengths." . • 
the Plate laurels to his Gil Rowmree, trainer of 
were few surprises in the 
ltSth running of the Queen's 
Plate on Saturday afternoon 
at Woodbine race track. 
. Sound Reason, the 
eventual winner, proved 
,~at when you're No. 2you 
do try harder; Giboulee, 
once again, did not live up to 
his name; and Northernette 
reaffirmed the racetrack 
theory that a good filly just 
doesn't beat a good colt. 
The outcome of the race 
was decided about 3:00 a.m. 
EDT Saturday when a 
thunderstorm left the track 
something akin to pea soup. 
'And in termi t tent  
cloudbursts that hit 
help matters, 
Coming into the race it 
was the concensuS that the 
1977 Plate would be a three- 
horse race involving 
Giboudee, Sound Reason and 
Northernette. But that was 
for a fast track. 
Giboulee runs his best 
races on tracks that 
resemble ashphalt. The 
Jean-Lonis Levesque owned 
colt can be dismissed from 
any race as soon as someone 
as much as spits on the 
track. 
"When I saw the condition 
of the track I just didn't 
f.~lm i • 
saturday 
recent Triple Crown victory 
aboard Seattle Slew in the 
U.S. 
EARLY FAVORITE 
Gibou]ee went into the 
Plate as the early 6-to-5 
favorite. When the rain 
turned the track sloppy the 
odds went up to 7 to 2. 
However, Giboulee finished 
a creditable third, four 
lengths back of Sound 
Reason. 
"Actually I'm just  glad 
that' we finished third," 
Cruguet said. "On a fast 
Canadians 
assault 
, wrap-up  records 
MEXICO CITY (CP) -- 
, ~ Lloyd Guss of Vancouver 
• won the 400 metres in a meet 
Fifth B. C. title 
for Roxburgh 
second shot was hampered 
by branches. 
His third shot overshot the 
green and landed in a bush 
10 feet behind the green. 
After dropping the shot as a 
result of the unplayable lie, 
he needed two more strokes 
to finish the hole and the 
tournament. 
Kamloops golfer Kraak 
Fritz, who was one stroke 
off the pace going into 
Saturday's final round, 
started the day with four 
straight birdies but ran into 
a string bogeys. Fritz 
finished at 289, four strokes 
hack of Roxburgh. 
Lanny Sawchuk of 
Victoria was two strokes 
hack Friday bkt ballooned 
to a nine-over 81 Saturday 
for a 296 total. He just made 
the cut for the 
B.C.Invitational which will 
he held July 16 and 17 in 
Vancouver. 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- 
Doug Roxburgh o f  
Vancouver's Marine Drive 
course shot a one under par 
71 Saturday to bringhis tots] 
to 285 and win his fifth 
British Columbia amateur 
golf championship. 
Roxburgh also won in 
1976. 
Dick Zokol of Vancouver 
led the field going into the 
final round but had a 75, 
including a double-bogey 
seven on the final hole, to 
finish in a tie for third with 
Dave Mick of Victoria. 
First round leader Garnet 
Lineker of the host 
Kamloops club had a two 
under par 70 to finish in 
second spot, one stroke back 
of Roxburgh. 
ZSkbY' qr~d ' l~  ~sbare of 
putting and chipping 
prob lems.  T ra i l ing  
Roxburgh by one stroke at 
the start of the 18th hole, his 
drive hit a tree, where his 
STANDINGS 
Peg Effa, Richmond 72-71- 
77-71--291 
Jim Naiford, Vancouver 75- 
69-73.74--291 
Bill Hobbis, Prince George 
75-70.75-72--292 
Dave Donaldson, Victoria 
74-71-73-75--293 
John Russell, Vancouver 76- 
71-74-75--295 
Harry ~Vhite, Vancouver 73- 
70-77-75--295 
Blake Cook, Victoria 76-67- 
77-75-295 
Garrett Deck, Prince 
George 75-71-73-76--295 
Art Carey, Victoria 75-71-74- 
76--- 296 
Lanny Sawchuk, V ic to~2-  
21-72-81--296 
Doug Roxburgh, Vancouver 
76-77.72-71--205 
Garnet Lineker, Kamloops 
68-76-70.70--286 
Dave Mick, Victoria 73-71- 
72-70--288 
Dick Zokol, Vancouver 70- 
70-73-75--288 
Frank Fritz, Kamloops 68- 
76-72-75--289 
Sandy Harper, Nanaimo 73- 
70-72-74--289 
Jim Rutletge, Victoria 75-73- 
72-70--290 
Blair Christie, Vancouver 
71-71-7643--290 
Rod Logan, Qualicum 75-72- 
75-69--291 
Steve Bruce, Vancouver 73- 
72-76-70--291 
record 47.8 seconds 
Saturday as Canadian 
athletes continued their 
assault on the record book 
during the second ay of the 
Mexican Youth Institute 
international track and field 
meet. 
In the women's 400 
metres, Saskatoon's Karen 
Rathy set a meet record 
with her winning 55-second 
time and the third mark of 
the day fell when Chantail 
Devosiers of Repentigny, 
Que., won the women's 200 
metres in 24.3 seconds. De- 
vosiers had won the 100 
metres on Friday in 11.8 
seconds. 
The women's team of 
Devusiers, Kim Jeffrey of 
Calgary, Vancouver's Cathy 
Randall and Theresea 
Knight of Saskatoon won the 
400-metre lay Saturday in 
46.8 seconds. 
Discuss 
thrower 
wins gold 
THE HAGUE (CF) - -  
Discus thrower Moris 
Chambul of Toronto led a 
Canadian contingent by 
winning a gold medal Satur- 
day in an international track 
and field meet. 
Chambul won his gold 
with a throw of 60.16 metres, 
beating Cuban Julian 
Morrisson who had a toss of 
60.00. 
Greg Joy of Vancouver 
cleared 2.10 metres in the 
high jump for a silver 
medal. P~/ul Forrmeyer of 
West Germany won with a 
jump of 2.18. 
In the women's 290-metre 
race, Margaret Stride of St. 
Catharines, Ont., was 
second in 23.74 seconds. 
Jictory a 'lifesaver', says 
Reds' manager 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Cincinnati Reds manager 
Sparky Anderson says 
Saturday afternoon's 7-6 
National League win over 
Los Angeles Dodgers was a 
lifesaver for his team. 
The Reds' triumph over 
Dodger ace Don Sutton 
came after Los Ange!es 
opened the four.game serzes 
by beating Tom Scarer 3-2 
"With two such 
• outstanding teams as us and 
i t  he Dodgers, we can't afford 
to be 121/z games behind," 
said Anderson. 
In other National League 
games Saturday, Pittsburgh 
Pirates downed Montreal 
Expos 10-2, Chicago Cubs 
edged New York Mets 5-4, 
St. Louis Cardinals beat 
Philadelphia Phillies - 3-2. 
Atlanta Bravos downed San 
Diego Padres 9-5 and San 
DEL ICATESSEN 
6ROCERi l l i  
110 AM-10  PM 
! DA I ' I  A WEEK 
Francisco and Houston split 
a doubleheder--the Antros 
won the first game 4-3 and 
lost the second 4-1. 
In the American League, 
Baltimore Orioles broke a 
six-game losing streak by  
beating Toronto Blue Jays 5- 
2 and 3-1 in a doubleheader, 
New York Yankees defeated 
Boston Red Sox 5-1, Chicago 
White Sex beat Minnesota 
Twins 8-1, Detroit Tigers 
downed Cleveland Indians 6- 
4, California Angels edged 
Texas Rangers 3-2, Kansas 
City Royals downed 
Oakland A's 6-4 and Seattle 
Mariners defeated Mil- 
waukee Brewers 8-3. 
RESTAURANT 
HOURS OPEN 
lion,-Sat, 4 p,m.-3 a,m, 
Take-out Orders Over $6-  
10% off 
635-4436 
3209 Kalum, Terrace 
Smorgasbord 
Fr iday and Saturday 
5 p.m. - 8 p,m.  
Sound Reason, was pleased 
with the weather: " I t  was a 
sweet sound of thunder that 
I heard at 3:00 a.m. in the 
morning." 
Set, rid Reason, owned by 
Jack Stafford of King, Ont., 
who came into the Plate as 
the second choice, had made 
four starts before the Plate. 
After winning the Queenston 
Stakes on April 30 at 
had finished second in each 
of his next three races. 
His latest second-place 
finished occurred in the 
Plate Trail, June 12, when 
he was beaten a neck by 
Giboulee. 
The victory gave Stafford 
and Rowntree their third 
Plate in the last five years. 
Rowntree and Stafford 
won their first Plate in 1973 
with Royal Chocolate then 
came back the next year to 
repeat with Amber Herod. 
Although nine horses were 
slated to start just eight 
made it to the post. 
Crossword Puzzle, owned by 
Ernie Samuel's SamSon 
Farm, was a late scratch. 
As expected, the speedy 
Plus de Rien took the early 
lead and going into the 
clubhouse turn was two 
lengths in front of 
Northernette, with Sound 
Reason and Gihoulee sitting 
seventh and eighth 
respectively. 
HELP WANTED 
Jim McEwon Motors (Terroce) ltd. 
requires a mechanic, iourneyman or third year' 
apprentice. 
General Motors experienced preferred. Jour. 
neyman rate $9.30 per hour. 
CONTACT MR. KEN HENDRY 
PHONE 635-4941 
Sale prices effective " ='..;~/k'..i::/I,; " ' 
J une  :::~r~:"/ ~';Jr I ~  , • ' 
, , , . ,  , ,  . . . _ _  . _  __  _ ,.. - , ,  - - -  : : : . . .  
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. 
"~ Your summer project 
, .~ panels. 
Planning a building 
project this summer? 
See Buildall for your 
~ulyWood and other 
tuber needs. 
Erie 
Garden 
Wheelbarrow 
Popular compact 
model has 3 cu. ft. 
capacity. Baked 
enamel finish, plastic 
handle grips, all steel 
legs, puncture proof 
tires. Not assembled. 
2 '  x 4" Studs 
A terrific buy - our around home fix up 
lowest price on this projects. While •they 3114 " and 21/4 "
framing lumber, lasfl Cofl lmon Nails 
Clean, new stock, 
ideal for basement rec 50 lb. carton 
room walls and all .37== 
#909 , 
]8[ 
B A. Level. Die cast 
A ~ F-----~' ' " :  ' " , ' ]  D ~ aluminum 24" long, 
C . . . . . . .  2,e,~. 'J J'l " ~ Also graduated as a 
ruler (16ths). Pyrex 
#2422 a lW~ 
~ ~ ~"~'  .elOeach 
x 2". Has Rafter, 
~ m m m m ~ ~ ~  ~~~,~3 Brace and Essex ta. 
bles, Octagon and 
~ ' Hundredths 
Scales. #x=s0 &W 
i ~ tID;!/~ F 1 esch 
j C_ .X"~~ ~I r -  " ~ K " ~  Square. 12" long. 
Moveable handle with 
locking screw. . 
d~,S 12/22 4LTh  
BUI  
ASSOCIATE STORE 
III 
SAL 
%"x4'xS' 14°_7 
%"x4'xS'. 8 4sheet 7 
Rr sheathing 
i' _ " OAP Butyl 
I 11 ou~e~ S.le~ 
I El Stops water damage, 
II ~[ , For aluminum gutter 
II ~ , joints and all metal ap 
II ~ joints, Tough long 
i J . - . I  lasting rubber based 
l InmPl sealer that assures a 
l lun=' l  , •durable.-watertight 
Lufikln Tapes I. Boy's Axe. 2% lb, 
D. #W9210 10' with 28" handle 
3 Jh IO?Z, 
E. #Y312 12' 
J. Camper's Axe. Drop 
6 e2a7ch f°rged head, rubber 
grip. 25 oz. 
F. #HS50 50' 17 Leather sheath 
5each 66ea/ch 
G. SarKIvik Bow Saw. K. Fiberglass Ham- 
21" high frequency mer, Drop forged hard tooth blade 
#331 ¢17 head, black rubber 
grip, PVC handle. 16 
IdP each oz. Fully guaranteed 
H. sandvik Haml saw. 
26" x 8 pL Needs vary 5~eaTch 
little sharpening. 
SterHite 
Jumbo 
Trash Barrel 
16 gallon capacity 
with lock-tight cover, 
built in grip handles 
and moulded vertical 
ribs for extra strength. 
Built for Ionglast|ng 
service. 
5 o7 
each 
Canvas Folding "Redwood" 
High Back Lawn Chair Rocker 
Lawn Chair Brightly coloured Tye-Sil Rocker has 
Vinyl chair features chair has high impact high impact molded 
sturdy plastic web- plastic arm rests, plastic slats. 
bing. 
#313225 
94. 7. 27o 7. 
GSW 
Garbage 
Can 
Galvanized Steel can 
is rust-resistant and 
moisture.proof. Won't 
become brittle or 
crack in freezing 
weather. 
SterHite 
Plastic Pail 
10 qt. capacity for all 
your home clean ups. 
#1138 
127 . 
each 
Imperial 
Simm's 
Marathon 
14" Concrete 
Broom 
Made from solvent re- 
sistant synthetic fill. 
48" handle. Ideal for 
t~arages, service sta- 
ons, patios, etc. 
777 Magnetic 1 87  
each Broom each each 
Simm's 
L~de" 11t" 
• Patio Broom 
Made of natural bris. 
fie. 54" handle. Ideal 
for patios, sundecks, 
basements. 
5 97 
each 
Caulk ing Gun 
Ratchet type gun takes 
standard cartridge. 
Convenient pistol grip. 
| 97  
Udo Plastic 
Garbage 
Bags 
Plastic garbage bags 
handle large volumes 
of outdoor trash. ' 
Package of 10. 
.77 pkg, 
• .: ./::.:!~!~./::,'; " . 
:: : ::: :: ::i:;;;ii::!!,:,, TERRACE 635-6357 KITIMAT 632-5706 
• ', ~ ~ sme,;s~Personal 33. For Sale . Misc. 48. Suites for Rent ' 491 Homes for Sale 58. Mobi le  Homes . 
pTh.~ HB~r: :~9132]2 ~/~¢5~ii~.~!~.iI~K. I L~ .E~oI~fCAVATINaG nd th20:saRn~llel~a~nff.be;n $2OrlP~c  ~ THE ANSWER TOTHE 12x 6~ Elmonte. 3 bedroom, , ~ ' 
• " - -  - ~ - ~ " " ~ ;  ~=' :~ '~ ' . ' .~ , . :~; !~, i~ .~; ! !  ~ ,  . . . . . .  • " • Y '  O..:~,,,, ~,,, D , . . Z  i • H I G H C O S T O F H O U S I N G  ' separate utlllty room. Setupln. ~ .  
~,~n°ne~a~'~";~,~r~c~,~!.:~i~i~g;:'.ba'ckfilling, stump. Skeena Forest Products (ctf) OUll.t~:) lU l  n l= l l [  I : '  local trailer court. Moving, ~,:-~,~ 
im e. ~,o,,,,,,_.. ~;~:::~i._"~y.~:~.~.~;~,..(~.~!~;~.  c lear ing:  Truck, ~ ~ , . . . . . . . . .  • I A beautiful Domfab home, must sell. Make an offer 63S.: . ~ ' "1  _ . . . . . .  ..' ,..;.;':~'~.! i~!~:;i: .~e~112~, :~k" f0r  Wayne. 6. (¢tf) ~ " . ' 2-46], Scoff. One, two  ~ ~,~ ~r"~OO , , , . l - . ,%p, ,O,  #qk F l p  Yearly z)y mall: on:: ~anaM.:.-!(~fj'; ': .-.', ' ~ optional). Exclusive Colorflt 
$4000. .Senior citizen's $20 001~i;' ". - . . -~  :":'~' " ' For sale 10 HP Suzuki ~ a n d  three  bedroom System. Theseluxurloushomes Fridge and stove. .New living ~lk',::~ ,.. 
snowblower. Llke ~ew - $450. ~partments .  Include solid oak kitchens, wall. room carpet. 3 bdroom. 
Gas lawn mower, $50. Phone ' £~K_K99A i '  to.wall carpets, sliding patio $7500.00 Call 635./4~. (C- 
635-3745. (p-19) _ . v,~,a-,~e.e.-v dgors,' mahogany Interior trim. 19,20,21,22,1) 
- . Outstanding architecture. 
ForSa l . :  NCR Cash Register, 2 Bedroom apartment for'rent. "Savings a,cl features that will Must sel11974 12x62wlth:slldi"ci. ~)"ay 's  Abby 
Fridgeand stove Included. $125. delight you. Standards far finished,glass doOr,washer,2 IOWdryer,ShackS,frldge,1 $S  A ; 
6 department total, recon, month. Westerhoff Apart. exceed minimum CMHC and stove. $11,500 or best offer. 635- 
dlfloned, very reliable type of ments, New Remo 635.6904. (C- NHA requirements. A 3110. (P. 18, 19, 21, 22, 1, 3) 
machine. Wlnterland' General 18, 19) 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. Terrace, reasonaSle lot available for C l o s e t  Sex is t  i 
635-4636. (cff) "3 bedroom Row Housing Suites; :: $9,500 In the Thornhlll area. 90' x 180' lot, 12' x ~0' trailer, • 
Full basement, 1V~ baths, half Send two dollars for our colour 10'x 16'Joey Sahck, has24'x 4# By AbigaiiVan Buren i 
block from schools, 5 minute brochure, shop, cement floor, 12' x 24' 1977byTheChicagoTr,bune.N.YNewsSynd.lnc. ; 
For Sale top soil and sawdust, walk from town..Suitable for Ed Carder, Authorized lean-to on rear of shop. One 
Call 635-2603. Ask for Kevln. • (CTF) families. $250 per month. 6.. Dealer. block from golf course. Call 635. DRAR ABBY: Don't tel! me you've been a closet.sexist • 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 Minstrel Island, B.C. V0P 7889. (p.14,15,16,17,1B] all these years. How can yotz say flatly, '~,here is no such 
. . . . .  • thing as a 'frigid dear'--only clumsy me~ ? : 
:For some real bargains in usect 4530 Scot.t. (df) ' IL0.,: . : .... . " : ; • I.thought that satisfying sex was achieved through the " 
women's and children's. ' " " ,, " '(P;~) " For sale 12x~ 3 bedroom Jg;r$ loving cooperation of both partners, and not dependent'on 
.clothing, household items and Glendale Elmonfe trailer set up ~he male's aggressiveness or degree of expertness. 
¢oys see the selection at the Clinton Manor • Save. money on .-this private In Timberland Trailer park , Or maybe you will agree to another sexist, coz;o]iary:. ., 
Kitlmat Workshop at 660 ~N o,,i,, ZN~ ,,. ~ ~ *,,,,~ . . . .  with 2 low shacks and covered ~rhere are no im rent men onl emasculat,n women 
• " . . . . . . . .  "~' . . . . . . . . . . . .  tl f . . . . . . .  . pc  , y g . .~olumbla St. at Riverlodge. Furnished or unfurnishedstudJ I~-m~e~ with f.uII ~asem~nt, pa 0 un urnisneo, wmturqlth Jf~ . ..']~ar, way ~ou[ can offend BOTH sexes. 
.Open 9 to .4 week- or 1 bedroom 'apartm~n~ i !~~ ~i~)'~ll~'l~1':~lihwa~s~'~r~ ' ~ deal.red; Phone ~7~S".(~",19"~".~'~%.'.~":-:'.: : ...::.r:. ;.: ..:~..,:.: .. ?.. .:: :- ...... EQUAL PARTNER 
. heating, landscaped, garden 
;days...donations welcomed. Security enterphone. Phone aer, e ea, ~O~N taxes: ' ,,O~, Me: 66. Rec. Vehicles . . . .  DEAR PARTNER: Generalizations are demgerou~, but 
(ctf) 638"1032 w,  . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  you  may have stumbled on a truism. I wouldn't be 
For Sale, weaner pigs. 635- clf or nelghbourhood, close to st~prised if  more than haft of the cases of male impotea©y 
2603. (ctf) 635-4321 School. Phone ~S.4328 for an 1970 VW Westfalla. Camper . 
appointment (C. 16, 19) 12,000 miles on i'ebullt engine, Were due to '*emMcu|ating Women." Witnee~ the number : 
• additional oli coolln.g system,, of men.who can't perform at home but are t igers with their  ,. 
For Sale: Z50 Honda $275.00; For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom' mistresses. 
Ounkbeds $100.; Freezer 22 ft. suite. Frldge and stove. Cert. .51. Business Locat ions  tuned exhaust, new shocks. :$ . • 
$175.; T.V. antenna with post . radials - summer, 4 'good " ". 
and 75 ft. wire $20. 635.3896. (P trally located. Nopets. 635.947T. winters. Phone 635.3505. (P • DEAR ABBY: I'have been married for four months to a .: 
18, 19( (stf) For Rent: Street level office or 17, 18, 19) man who was married and divorced twice, and unless his : 
retail space, with small self. terrible table manners improve,, he is going to be a _ 
37. Pets For Rent: 3 bedroom fully apartment behlng. Phone 635. three.time loser. " 
furnished .trailer, washer, 2425 anytime. (CTF - F) Travel trailer, 16' sleeps s|x I saw him eat a few times before we were married and 
dryer, carpeted throughout, adults; fu l ly  equipped, ex. was appalled at his table'maz~ers, but I thought I could " 
Registered 2 year old .Morgan 4347 Kofoed Dr. $250 month. No I cellent erudition. Phone 638. change him after we were married. 
gelding for sale. Nice condition, singles. No animals. Phone 635 .  OFFICE SPACE 1253. (P- 16, 17, 16)' Maybe it's a case of not being able to teach an old dog ": 
• mursaayevery moan at up.re. : .... ~ Owner open to offers. Phone 2482. (C- 18, 19, 20) 
I Phone 635.6641. ' (¢tf) ' : " ' ~'.P '. ": "" 635.2826 after 5 p.m. (C-21) ' " FOR : LEAS E new tricks, but every time I mention the way he eats he • ...... : : , i :  ':. 24~.iSituations Wanted apartmentforrent. Fridgeand • . 68. Legal  becomes irritated and the battle is on. :: 1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. ' INCHESAWAY /.': ::~ ::.~ .:~:~;.'. ; : :....:. _ . 38 Wanted - Misc. stove Included. $125 month. " When he starts to eat, he puts his face right down into : ~e  ~:g~i~! ~ :276~ Westerhoff Apartments, New I 1 Tenders "call fo r  Schoo'ii the platel ikeadog, and he doesn't s,oeak or look up until :: 
" i ' i  ~"ii ~ ~ ~'ii.'iii~i!ii;l;!:i'!i'  . - -  " ~ " : ~ - ~  Remo635.6904.(C-10,19) 5mailer areas available. OIIdrlctNo.,.Nllhppropo~KI .~.o'sc|eanedhisplate. .: 
' He is a g~od man, a good provider, and believe it or not, 
• Rent: 3 bedroom basement I ; ~ 'oc  ~eg~ Renovatlms to Board OffiCe, he's weU~educa~ed.' How he" escaped learrdng table - 
• sulte. Frldge and stove. On I " ooo- ' to , )~ New Alyansh B.C. , " . . . . .  manners m a mystery  m me. ;: 
' -  ' " "-~.:~::;'~,T";~i:".~ii~;:ii;; ' ' '  6~411Z OavlsSt. Close to town. Wallto I • General • fenders a re  
• "" ::: ':';::,~.~~:~.~::~.~;:':.';;~;.~!i'~':".:'.i"  ' - Wanted; Tent that sleeps 4 to I . repulsive at mealtime, amy suggestions on how to save an .~. wall carpet. Available Ira- "(ctf) requested from ¢ontractorl for I love ,]tim and,don't want to divorce him, but he's ;: 
AL~:OH0i~J'CS ~:i:~'~.~'~-t,.:';!:~ii::::!~!::  " " 6 peopl-. Also camping . . . .  : . . . . .  : ..... renovations, and alternation tO  - . • 
: . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ .: ~*~+ :~'~,+..~', " ' ''d : r :  " : ~ " ' • btherwise good'marriage? 
ANONY~QU$.~.~: , . . : . , ,~  ... ~.. .~ ~;,~:, .~:.,:...~ .. . . . . .  , equlpment all In good condlton. ~ the exlstlng old two c lan day . . . .  . . 'N.]~ .~.A~];~.. NT,,~.~,, '" 
" " '~'. ~ ~.' "' " I '' " "J' ' ~ ~'~ ' ~ . . . . .  roomsl Talt Street, New'.':' .'.-,,:,:-~:;'. ~.' , -- ' ; , . ; . , ; - , .  ~,' '~-~. "-' , ~onday, ,hu , , , , ,~ , .~~m~,or , ,e .  at ~opper---.. Phme.6, .9, , .  (elf) :~ :$2. Wanted to Rent . . . .  
• "~':" "~' '~'~ ~ '~ '~ ~ '635 '  . . . . . . .  , . ,~ . - - r :~  . . . .  4~2.  ~ APARTMENTS ' : " Phone .'.. , ..->...  ,,;. , ,~~. .n~. , . .  Alyansh. 631-1' 1' \.': ~'~;~'~:"~0/ :}~; . . ,u ,  :19, 20) Plans available at School DEAR NEAR: Yes. Don't bring it up when he's eaUn E, ~; 
._ ,~._..:.?...:.-,:.-:~;.:,~ ....... ~,-~....'.~: ~.. Wanted to buy. 1800 c.c, 4931 Walsh Avenue | Wanted to Rent Onel~edroom District No .~ offices, 4548 ~ but catch hlm when he is in. a good mood and teU him how - 
~-~za . .  ..... ,~' :~ '" '~" '~ . . . . .  . . . .  importantltistoyouthatheimprovehistablemanners. H ' "  • :' ::.~-:..:'..~'~:',';.~:~'~;~.~.~.'~,~='a,,~ ~;~ Mazde or Courier eng,ne or Suite 113 i suite or apartment In Kitlmat. Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone . . . . . .  ,. 
• . ...;.!..;~::~;:~:.;,~.%~;,:.-?,~.,:,,,,,~- ,,a,.. truckofsamewlthgoodengl,e, he's as wonderful as you say he is in a l lother espects, you 
B.C. Heart F0u~Id,~!~;~;',i::i ~.:;~:~.i~:.~'.-.: .  : ; - -  635.2603, (cff) . - Terrace,  B.C. I..Telephone Brlan at Kltlmat ~IS.910L 
- 635-7056 | Heram 632-5706 or leave The date for Tenders to be may have to be a Httle more tolerant. Divorcing a mare :" 
s t~t : ;  ~er~ra: .  ," ?", .. ',. ~ ~.~.~,~g~r[oeysnacK  upen ~ .  . , ' "  . . . .  telephone I !!~ff::~#:  !~b : ' piete, y f,ni,h~d. . . . . . . . .  'New], 2 a~13 b~oom sUites I ' :  number. (STF( sUbmiffed has been extended to : '  'be,use he lacks tame mazmers ie like dmppin 8 o f f "  mu 's  
July 5, 1977 ' " . . . .  ,..head to get r id of the dandruff .  
• ' . . r ,~p~'~ ~..~;'~'~'~'~',-"~'lm;,; ~ .~-~ tD wanlea one arge sate l-'hone • ' ' ' • 
Terrace, B.C;; . . :: ..,: ,~ ::,..~ ::, ; ~: ; :;.:~; ~'~,~#;.::;"~'#'~'~' ' ...'~"~-.: : .': , .  :. 638.1613or 635.6861 after 6. (C. for rent. Frldge, .stove, I'. 57 .  :Automobi les " ' Jolln G McMymoe ' ' ; '  DEAR ABBY: We have-a big; headstrong, disrespectful " 
. ;.¢% '" : ~ :~; : , ;~;~ rT ; ,~: ; :  ' ' :~ '  "* ' *  ": : : . . . . . . . .  17, 18, 19, 20, 21) drapes, carpet, rec area;I Sac. Treasure" 
sauna and pool table, with,| 1T-year~)ld son who uses abusive language and breaks the ".' 
" ' : " .~ ~ ':";'~ ........ ~".~'~"~:~":" ' ~ ~ of School Dl*trlc~. No. ~2 arentS~..,~,.,,~.,?~, :,"-~¢~ti~.~le ,or re~t. Concrete security enterphone and I For Sale: 1975 GMC Sierra 15 furniture in order to'get his way. -" 464~, Lskelm Ave. " . • ' ' J  "/'"' ~' ~: :'"~"~~; ' """" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  elevator. Absolutely nO petsi I : Open to reasonable offers. 635- ':: .in.Cris~/:.'~,~.::'~. :~.::~-~ .~:~f~l~m~:::~:-:bulld your own f!~11111~1~ Terrace~' B;C. • • :~ • Now he is demanding the $900 he earned and put awa) " 
Are you making Yo0r 0wn".ili " I~ l le l~ ,and  save. Assorted ' .mumlmm . ~ 5,~7 after 6. (P-19,20) in a savings account. 
and your children'smlsel;,blet." bl 'ck!~g,"x l , " ln$f l . ,1of t . ,12 |0UIPME TT , , , ,  51o Datsun automatic. My husband wa, tsLogive it;all to him right, now, and ': 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to'! hel~!:.ybu:.:~:;:fl,:!enBths. Phone 635.3745. (p. 49. Homes for Sale : condition. Radial summer and then completely disown the boy when he turns 18 (legal .: 
become the loving constructive :".',19) • .',: " - -  . . . .  winter fires. Radio, tape deck. BRITISH COLUMBIA • age). "', 
parent you really win.'tto.'.~.~./".:~, '.:: : .... : .  ~ . , ~ , ~  ~ ; ~  For Sale: 3 bedroom house with L0w mileage. Phone 635.5979. ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY, T want to ho|d back some of that money to pay for the -4 
=~de: ;  quir/es_ abs(flutely:"~:~F0r':S'ail;i : Garrarp automatic ' Fenced and landscaped with. (C'!9'21'22) Return for Quotation damage he's done to our house and furniture, plus a .. 
. . . . . .  : _~none: n~ary.or;:' turntable with shure, cart. $50. ~ ~IT~ garden plot. Low taxes near deposit for further damage until he leaves. What do you ~: 
JOlltl . 635-4419 or .J~ne...:e~.~!|ntt~Ha I router, like new, best school. Priced to sell at $26,500. Sale: 1971 Econollne Van E 200 6btations are invited for think, Abby? ". 
4607 ~f  ~ , ~,]~ :=", , ~ , , • ( " ) : " .  ::: ~" ~ .  :;.-./' '::::;.:!'~.':~.:'~'1~x:: x.! ,32 1 x. 10 h tent , r,,,,, =~ at: OREGON MOM !~" • r: Phone 635.2806. (P-19,20,21,22). V.8 auto. Good condlton. $1,100 lanltorlal servlces 
. . . . . .  .. : . . :~. ; .@, , . . , . . . . . .  . . . .  . , , , - : , "  " . . .  Author , ze__ . . . _ . . _  f i rm;  Phone 635-7672. (C- " "  
• .! . . . . . . . . .  :~: ¢om~t~.wlth'mosqulfo screen ~ -  | A |  DEAR MOM: I.would not give him lay  Of the money .:T 
. . . . .  ~._ ,-:.: :~:.,'~::~.~.;:';~;i:~)~'~::'and llner for winter _ . . _ . . . . . _ _  19,20,21,22). . • ~r , ,u~ tour  " ',.:,:~. ~,-~,',:~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' B.C. Assessment Authority . ' Uotil he re;,ches legal age. /rod then ] Would' deduct the ;: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,~1~.~: ~. .~ l~t l~ i . f .o r  2wood stoves. Is A ~ ? : l ~ h  staln,  I nne~ings lsT weq.n . .~.!~, -e . :~: h.'~ile..635.3172" (C.1) ~F  Autho,ized ;~ , l  1974 .Toyota plckup 25,000 miles Northwest Area Assessment, : cost 0f re~aJrlng the drainage. :', 
.month at 8 p.m/h1'.t~/'' '"~"~:~' ::.:,-!:":',~,. :::.:::. ,. Oealer~al~ & ~Nl~vice [8~.~.VKl;~ll~Vi wlth homemade canopy and Office . . . . .  ' . . . . .  
ro~m at t~,Spn m; "~ ,., .,,C~' "~,;;.~, ,~f~|':'. r ' '. camper Call 635"6W4r after 6 4544 Lakelse Avenue 
~ ~ .  e:~G'de now in the No. 01249A glass windows, 3 bedrooms, a | . p.m.: (P.19) ' Terrace, B.C. ~ ~.~ .. . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~.  : ' DEAR ABBY i  Our  dear and saintly minister preaches a 
mrther In foP . i~eH~~!~i th~barn .  Discount ~ Q ~ = ~ A  4539 Greig finished basement, with wet]. beautiful sermon evePy'Su'nday morhJng, and'at  the "; 
344L '.'::;~!~:~:' ~ . , ~ ~ ( m [ . X . . e d  hay - heavy vv~ vvv , .~  Terrace conclusion of each service he goes to the rear of the church '°* 
" ' :"; ~:: : " * i~~31~. : ! [C -19-1  men.) bar'2naturalst°neflreplaces'l 1962 Ford Pickup, Good "Request for quotation and to shake hands with all the members of the congregation as ' 
GarageSale,,g113.~~.,~...'~:'.;:,...-... chi ldren's  playground and I condition, Phone 63S-,132e. (ctf specification forms may be they go out, the door. ' 
e,,, ,,=.,, ,, , ,  ~,= !~ ~ ' " "T ' .V ; ' ; .  R!m' SK,.su, s,ze; mens greenh°USel)rlve by ' J The problem is that he grasps each hand and squeezes i t  . . . . . .  • ~""  . . . .  " " " '  ' "~ ' "  '--'-I1" ' u""V-r  . . . . . . . .  *"*"- .mr) obtained from: Area Assessor, 
Babythlngs, Houlehodltenni; " " ' "  . . . .  v - .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Machinery  for Sale 4818Halliwell | 1972 Dodge Van, partially Terrace, B.C. during normal • . • ~ .. . .  vacuum cleaner, call after $ B.C. Assessmen't Authority, as though he were cracking nuts! -~ tp - IB) . . . .  " "  p:m.;'~q~.9$1). (C-19,20,21) My  poor mother, with her hands gnarled by arthritis, 
or phone I camperlzed. Phone 635.4328. workir~ hours, waits in line as though she were going to her execution! 
For Sale: 1969 Kenworth Dump 638.1.403 , I ' I'm sure our minister eads your column, Abby, so if you Garage Sale: ' Po~:~w: ' .  "' ~v i~ Country Must Sell: Truck with a city ob. 14 yd. (CTF, M.F.) Quotation Closes 
sit~.le and. double ,~ , .d~w. .~otQr  L , Back"l~ck carder for a baby, heavy steel box. 44000 rear end. 1973 Chevy V~ ton pickup 6 July 18; 1977 print my letter, he may recognize himself and take the 
cycle helmet,, em¢~rica~ :ap~ : m~lel airplane kits, supplies, 335 Cummins engine. Has had For Sale 3 bedroom pan.abode 3 speed, canopy. Asking $2,400 hint. Thank you. 
pllances, diesel, heater Stb~;.. :et¢:2yearolddlshwasher, vlnyl $9000 work done on in last 12 on 10acresof land. 2 fireplaces/ or best offer. Phone 635.6880. (C-19, 20, 21( W. 
much more. June'26,fr0m10. ~:baml~o drapes 70x72 Inches; 3 months, Price $18,000 will w. w carpet, full basement and (p. 18, 19, 21, 1, 3) 
4:, 4B33 Halllwel!; 63~,~.(C?~! :.:.i:dla~l~'rsiglrlsskatesslzes9and consider late model pickup as sp i ra l  staircase, skylight, DEAR W.: Your mother-and all the rest el" you out ,, 
,o; ' :":'.:., :~:'::'!:',:::'. ;I~ ;'ii":ii! ~i~;.~CIoth~s dryer. 2506 Mauser part I~yment. Phone 635.2933. carport. Land is partially 75 Scout 2x4 with track-loc low Italian navigator John there for whom an enthusiastic handshake is painful-- ~: 
. . ~i: . .  '.'~:~:..!~ ~.:.~,~,;./,~.,.~.~.,fdf~;:'Cal1635-7716 (P.19) (P18, 19) . . . . .  should not hesitate to say, when extending a hand in " • 8. Cam Of 'Thanks ' ;': :" ,~:::~" " " " "~"~ ' " cleared. On pavement. Priced • mileage; Automatic, snowsand Cabot f i r s t  sighted 
to sell. $65,000. Phone radials, many extras. Asking Newfoundland, but F rench  greeting, "Gently, please--arthritis!" ,';: 
,_ .. ' . ., - .  : iN6:Er¢oupe 2 place airplane. 47. Homes for Rent 645-4454 $5100.00. Phone 0425643 June explorer Jacques Cartier is ";; 
I wish t° thank ~ne=st,a~ ° -t, ne ' i~a=e outright °r 50 percent after 6 p.m. 29. (C-18, 21, 22) DEAR ABBY: You are my last hope. I am 29, consldered ..,~ 
RCMP, .CFTK; ' , ,  . . . . . . .  "~: : : !~re ,  Phone 635-~t29 For Rent: One bedroom fur. Terrace Taxi and Mr,'Olson ah i~ i~: .F . )  : general ly ~garded as  the intelligent, and "a lot of fun." and everyone admires my i ' :  
John Edes o f .  E~T;." K~iin';" " nlshed house In Thornhlll Phone 5 year old.2 bedroom, 9606q. ft. 1973 Datsun 1600 with various zounaer oz ~:anaaa. jolly;outgoing personality. I have had a few dates, but no ,:.: 
:new.par.re, $1500. Phone 638-1426 . . . .  . , . . , . . ' :  '!..~.:. man has ever taken me'seriously. I am the ~al, buddy and School, and anon~o~s("@'ill~ '' ;~' ~ ': " ; " :~: ' :  " 635.5775 or 635-5974. (P-19,20) 
~it~.~1~ng'a|hnonds, flowering I home on Kalum Lake Drive on'2 "after S:30 p.m. (P- 18, 19, 20, 21, 1he woras ~us .m ana ' big sister" the men come to for advice about the girls they '3 for thelr'help:'li~' .~¢~-J'l~.."~ 'r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
son..Extremelygr'atef~l.Mr,s;:,~i'J:crabs,rea.dy to bloom, lilacs, I 3 Bedrooms on V2 an acre in" acres. For more Information 22) [siam are forms of the "care about." 
Sharon Wllllams,~,(C.:19,20,21:);;:J~f~ult'tr.eesi&,berry bushes, a |  town. Avallable July 1st. view call 635.7836. (C 5) 1975 Buick Skylark, hatchback, means to submit--in this first Lime since September 1975, and the needle hit the ~": 14. Business Perso ,a i  ' : i f : / !  broad :selection of flowering & | at 4830 Gr ham. For. ap. Arabic verb sa]ama, which To get to the point, ! weighed myself y st r ay for t  ''J 
i :0mamental trees, shrubs &~ polntment635.9458. (P-19, 20,21, HOBBY FARM * 350 cu. in.; P.S., P.B., radial ., 
tires, 13,000 miles, $3900. Phone case, to the wil l  of God. highest number and just stayed there. It was nne of those "." 
. . . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22) 12x56 mobile home. and 12x56' 635-6817after 6. [P- 18, 19, 21, ?2) inexpensive bathroom scales, but it goes up to 300. Need I 
complete addition containing 3 Buenos Aires, say more? 
Cozy 2 bedroom h'ouse wlth bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall For sale 1971 Ford pick-up and Argent ina,  one of the  I have played Santa Clausatour office Christmas party 
large yard for rent or sale. carpeton */~ acreon school bus 1971 Pontiac, v-8, auto tram leading ports of South for the ]ast time, Abby. Inp]ain]anguage, can you give me ".,~ 
Available July. References run. Fenced and landscaped, emission. Phone 635-9746. (C • America. is on a river a diet I can stayon? Don't tei[ me to see a doctor. The last .~. 
please. Phone635.2743. (C-17, green house, chlcken house 21) 
18, 19) complete with chickens, large estuary 150 miles from the one ] went Ix) weighed more than 1 did. 
' Atlantic Ocean. FAT AND MISERABLE 
~qarden area, small fruits, berry' For Sale 1973 Mazda B 1800 
48. Suites for Rent bushes and fruit trees. Open to plck'up. Also parlrlally com. Zanzibar, the Isle of DEAR FAT: If you want my, advlce, DON'rte l l  me what 
' ell reasonable offers. Call 635. plated one man sailboat. Phone NOT to tell you to do. You MUST see a doctor! Find a thin 
In Thornhlll, 2 bedroom suite, between 7 and 10 p.m. and 635-3741. (P . 17, le, 19, 20) Cloves, lies 23 miles off the one if a fat one inspires no confidence. B , t  follow hie 
frldge and stove Included. No ends. (stf) coast of Tanganyika.  instructions to the letter--and no cheatinm 
pets. Phone635-6668. (P. 16, 18, Together, they make up the -- 
19, 21, 1) , 1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 For(J Republic of Tanzania. LEASE OWN 
2 Bedroom house on cement 3 ton pick-up, t970 Ford MOO, 
unfinished extension. On one 1972 Datsun pick-urn. Call 635- The first Nobel Prize for Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent to 
For ent In Thornhlll. One acre low taxes. Close to town. 6636or view at 2609 skeena ~t. physics was given to own plant. All monies paid. Apply to purchase. First and 
bedroom furnished apartment. Phone 635.7586. (P16) last month rent and drive away. O.A.C. 
$140 per month. Singles only. (ctf) Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen, 
Phone 635.2065. (P : 17, 18, 19) the discoverer of the x-ray. 77. F250 $125 per me. 
FOR SALE: 68 Bronco, A-1 condition. 4 |n Idaho. it is a law you 76.Econoline$114perrno. 
HILLSIDE LODGE 3bedroommodularhome, wheel drlve. Asking $2,100.00. cRnnot fish for trout from 77 F100 V~ 1on. $108 per me. 
4450 Little Avenue Full basement on 2acres 635-6911. (C 20) tm, ba~:k of a giraffe, also Sleeping rooms, housekeen~nc $34,900 
t:~ils, centrally located. Fully Phone 635.3469 
~;~'tfi:'.t.r.~-l. Re~sonable rates by or 'W7S '.,:.me~ '3;, 23,~'~: .~llP.s, . 'f!,e~:e ,~rc 639 named 70usedcarsandtruckstochoosefrom. Call collect 296.4476. 
O,~'yor weok l'.:orl drinkors only, 679.3961 rr,~g5 ,~nd ~ad;rlls 6554E65 (P ;~,,,.tbCiP. b ii; tile human (C 13 
........ ' ' " " '  ' ; (CTF). Ph~n~. 63.~.6t;11 ic.tt) (ctf. Ju, Jul) *~ 20.~"...' '~ ~t}ato'l~".. , :: . . . .  . ,, 
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Wizard o ' Your individual The: fl by Brant parker and Johnny hart ' Srossword " 
4~'~:1"1 '1~ J THE R IV IERA.  1..4~Yl~l~ ~ THe 1~5~TO~ TO/~e~T \, 
x ~ i , -- ..~c__,~_,'_ 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
ACROSS 42 Astronaut's 
t Word after message 
cable or 44 Card game 
box 46 Homemade • 
4 Read hastily pistols 
8 Pieces out 50 Sash 
12 Habitual 51 Steady pain • 
practice 52 Lives l~nger 4 Benders 
13 Spruce " 50 Othello, 
14 Sand hill for one 
(Eng..) 57 Tapered nail 6 Girl's name 
15 Fipple flute 58 Dine 
17 Distinct 59 Pismires 
entity 60 Stitches 
18 Choler 61 Secret 
" ' 19 Postal . agent 
I/I'I"EUTT~E,T'"VH~eRS ~lllllllllll . - , .=., , . . .  Avg. solution time: 25 ~in. 
• 24 Mexican ' 
I aunt : g EI~I~L~ilGIAI~nqA4R TLT.~I 
~, 25 Sly - fox iAILIEIIIA[C,|EIIA/S~i 
IM  E_L~LSLA~ 25 Cry unoon- [ .~L~[ .B J~ ~ 
trollably . t[JJ_~j 
32 Is unwell I -~!L#N 
.Oneof" .  t~]tT~F" 
soveo ' i 
=- --="" "= ,1~ ~/39 ~ EndureSwayEpic toP°em . r~'l-~l-~, - t _E~f.i 
Cl//i;::' ! -' B ; " ~zsmail • .... . ancl0sul~e ~ Aoswer te yesterday's puzzle. • by johnny hart r..~ 3 :.----4, 
' 5 6 , 
~-  ! z.kave t 
by Eugene Sheffer 
DOWN I0 Girl's name' 
I Mongrel 11 City in 
2 Peer Gynt's France 
mother • 16 Food scrap FORMONDAY, 
3 Musical 20 Dessert 
perform. 21 False idol - JUNE27,1977 
ances 22 Continent 
23 Poet. 
5 Start for McKuen 
nap or skin 27 Short ARIES 
hairc.t (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ~,~-~ 
7 Superior 29 Gives If well-planned in advance, 
quality notice to you could now launch a new 
8 Train 30 Sonneteer, venture, but don't rush 
9 Game like for one headlong Into uncharted seas. 
lotto 31 Anglo-Saxon TAURUS 
slave (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~Tf  
33 Old hands M ixed  in f luences .  
35 A prompting Carelessness in "minor" 
38 French coin matters could cause a series of 
40 Berates undesirable situations. Use 
43 Dials your wits to hold the line, 
45 Lawyers' orl~ GEMINI l I - , :~  
46 Site of (May 22 to 'June 21) 
Hannibal's You may have been wanting 
defeat for some time to do something 
47 Image special. Now you have the 
48 Unit of chance to do so with more 
illumination assurance. ]Be tactful in prof- 
49 Certain feting ideas, however. 
53 Game of CANCER 
marbles (June 22 to 3uly 23) ~r,v.-~ 
54 Spigot GO about your affairs with 
55 Filthy place zeal and confidence, since there 
is little likelihood of difficulty 
7. N8 19 ,o ,, now. Be guided by past ex- 
perience, however. ' 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
be 1Eting and some of your 
cherished desires c~ be 
realized.'You have good h'iends 
in your comer. 
SAGrI'rARIUS ~1~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Practical issues will demand 
your complete attention. 
There's a temptation ow 'to 
skip details, but this could be 
costly. Heed the voice of ex- 
perience. 
CAPRICORN ~ f  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) i. 
Here is one of throe choice 
days where your per~mlit~, 
ambitions and know-how, 
teamed up, can help you make 
new records. 
AQUARIUS. ~ 
(,;an. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Being the rugged in- 
dividualist that you are, you 
rarely "follow the crowd.'! 
Don't change this pol/ey now. 
Continue as a leader. 
PISCES X~V, 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Look to others for suggestions 
- -  help, tea. Don't try too much 
by yourself or reject ldcaa 
arbitrarily, for the sake of 
delight in personal 
achievement. - 
r , r ,~- , ' ,~ . . .~  h ' ~ '~ @"1 "~ 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) YOU BORN TODAY are 
. r o _ _ _ _ . _ .  
.L #,~ 
Ashiflingofcertainsltuations endowed with all the talents 
19 altering. You should be in on the diplomat, statesman, theatrical 
movements and plans, producer, actor or writer. You 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) eloquent in speech and gifted :i,, ', .~~ , ~\ ~, m~ ~, ~ ~, ,~ ,o ,, You may eozndder making ~th your pen. You are a ." ,,,.', . - -  ~ '1 I 32 35 .... 34 3~ ~36 l some changes, but be careful persuasive persou and can be a 
~ ~/////~ [ not to nlake too many, or go too potent influence on others if you 
• " i,.,~,. 37 • 38 @39 ~o ~4i  far in any one dlrection. A good chaunel your efforta in the right 
iZ . '~L i¢~, i ! ! i i{ . i l l  ~ "_ "" ' "  " " . 6Z I , -"  "" [ [ @@~ adjustment should work out direction. On the peroonulside, 
- 4~1 4, " ~ @ I"1 LIBRA _.11. conventional; love heritage and 
J k ~t6 47 148 " 49 ~ 5o ~ ~ (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) - - -~ '~ the traditional; are more 
_ I I @ I I @@ , good period for everyday possessive of loved on .  than 
• for the unusual and ex- Sign. If you should choose 
"~ HONTO~T~E""  ~nm*'  A ~ ~  ~i~'  '~E~C~M q ' ~ I t;~" ~ ' M P ~ ~ ' ~ r  J h'TELLMEWHAT'rHAT ~I 50 ' . .  l I s ' /  ! ~ S  traordinury. Look for some medicine or nurslng as a 
good news In the p,m . . . .  . 
I I ,  • s 'o~zo  m_ ~L,,,_ , , you have alrnb~[ i l~ i l~ Ib te  
~ ~  ~' I ~60 W6,  carecr' Y°U' ~d-e&q~"  Mncg ' 
IMPORr,~r. t J ~ ! . . . .  (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) "'veTW" sympathy for those under your • 
_____ . . _ . . . _ . . . _ . _ __ . ___ . . _ _ .  ~ ~ [ J i  _ _ _ _ _ _  .~. ,,. r~1- - - - - ,  , Excellent stelisre~fluences! care' Birthdate °f: Lafcadi° 
• Certain recent pr as should Hearn, noted author. 
• Cryptc,quip 
ANWV TW .. ZNATI~.NR RT~..V Th is  space  
I ~  .~~ -~=-:~' '~ l~I Yesterday's ~'~ptoqMp -- NOT EVERY DESERT ISLAND ZS 
V~-RY DESOLATE, 
0 '°" ' ' " ' " ' " " " " " ' '  reserved • .. Today's Cryptoqulp clue.: Z equals D Hagar the Horrible Dik Browne l~eC~pl~lulPi~asimplesubotituti°ncipberinwhlcheaeh 
letter used stands for another, if you think that X equals O, it 
. , , will equal O throughout the puzzle, Singleletters, hort words, for your ad 
j ' "~  ~ OLJ I~I~O..  , .  and words.~.ing an apostrophe can give you clues to locating - "  
vowem. ~iOlUtlon is accomplished by trial and error. 
"n.lE PEOPLE oH " '. " 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ? . . . . . .  ¢.M.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~<;~;~;~;~;~;~.~.~:~£~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:5~5::::::::::~:::5::::::::::::::::~;~:;:::;:::::~;:;:;:~;:~:; 
~ . . -~_~_~ 
k : • • Today...on televm.lon 
: i Z :: , , 4 s 
• . : . . . . . :? . .  ~1"11.1~ ~y 9:00 nn/~m~ ROOM =,SAMS STRS=T 
AmaZing SPIDEFi MAN ' ; "  " - ' -  T h e  , , . . : - - ; . , . . -  . , - , , - ,  ,o,o0 . . . .=_  . . . o , ,o ,  I'IP~"~-C_---_-_-'-~$ ~.e m'~ MR. DRESSUP 10:30 OEFINITION N~ A~U R -"-;',.."TR $CS , S~TFOR'mEs'rARS " ." S~--L~t, SSTk.-.-~ 11:00 FIRSTIMPR~$$_tONS WHy ., 
. ' ;: , . : . .., C~tOO&T~Ee'_.~ '.. 11:30 HOT HANDS BREA.D & nb' - / -#E.~Fkl~ " 
: ' . . : . .  ~: !~!..~y. ~ .. y ,,,, ~_:-:-=- ~-~-.~s BOB/V~LEAN SHOW 12:00 NOON Nb'WS ELECTRIC CO~ ;:" b Stan Lee and John Romita  =vs~,~,,,.,~.,, cec .~  12:30 ~:-/= 
MAKI NG/~SIC 
I T I"3" Z~-T~S"  DEATH VALLEY DAYS 1:30 :-Tdet~m'Y_,~?,=q.~'. V'
6///,;~llllt|lir~w~..~°~.4~...~..% I FRIeHTENEP HIM i "rHATMA~;KEDm£NAz~£1 I W ~ . ~ , ~  ANOTHER'WORLD MUSIC PLACE • 
| l  , . ~¢l/u~m. . ... , ~ " .'~s s O'_~__,'JeK_ MOWS: rAKEZ 3:00 SPEAKOUT .. "". 
• " ": IT'S YOUR CHOICE 4 :00  SESAME STREET = 
~.T~I~I~I~II I I~II I i  ,J~ I,l~q _ ~  L~-  II ~ / ; ! ~  " ' ' ' " "  4,30  11~l~L~'SH~t  
~ j  .ouR--s ~:o0 NeWS .our ~.-.:_. 
NBC' t~. ' .~  . . . . . . . . . .  JUST FOR FUN 6 :30  BASI' _r=AU_y p-A~_=_n~L 
SEAI"lrLETONIGHT " .  BARNABYJONES ~:00  SHI"I h~ AND YARNELL  • "THE ' HOLLYWOOO~ LEHRER REFC,~ 
.S (~JARES , , ,  : " ~:30 HEADLINEHUNTEH$ LOWELL  THOMAS 
F  lllll I E  ;4-] " ' " - "  " - - ' '  - • " " " -  t ' - -  " ' " '  "~."~T NO 4 /0  E~NT'CHCAN~r= "P l lA IR IM Pt t~ I t l~  TELL  /b~ I Im.._ANYTIHING, ' , 
".,~,.. ,~.~..~?".,,~~"~ ~.~,~4~,.~,"l~'.~. ~ ~  r r~e N~ Zv~.V gl~rr At' ALt.INTHS~=NVULY 9:30 ' 
';' '" ' 10:30 
TENNYSON 
. ~ ~\ : "  :: / ~ " . .  ~qOws.._s~.n.n.n.~.~.~.~., PAULA.~HULlrZ" 
~-:~,~.~-~s ,m.~ - '~ , ,~\  .~ ~ ~b: ~_-m~-L=>-._:Y "~'~'-'ri~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
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~pplement ~
Caledonia's 
latest crop 
of students 
t / i ¸ .... ! i  .¸ " !iii! 
. , . The•  graduat s o f  1977 
• I I 
.~Onday June 2 7, 19 7 7 
Superintendant'.s Message 
Graduates, parents 
teachers, fellow guests, it is 
a pleasure to be here this 
evening and to address the 
graduating class, 1977, of 
Caledonia Secondary School 
- -  thank you for the 
invitation. 
On behalf of the Ministry 
of Educ~,tion and the 
Minister of Education, Dr. 
P. McGeer, I would like to 
congratulate you on 
achieving the status which 
allows you to participate in 
this graduation. 
You have now completed 
the equivalent of twelve yourself, whether this be in 
years of schooling: conjunction with more 
however, your education formal schooling, a 
has ~ust begun, your vocation, or in other 
schoolmg has enabled you to e~eriences you may he 
acquire literacy, to be planning in the future. 
provided with skills for 
continued learning, and, I hope that as you become 
hopefully, given you a good older, as you become 
self--concept as well as educated, that that you 
made you aware of the value become -commit ted  
of tolerance and of humility 
when relating to others. 
It is my hope that the 
skills and the personal 
development from your 
schooling will allow you~ to 
continue• to educate 
services, they are willing to 
communicate, to expose 
their beliefs, to rationally 
cons ider  arguments  
presented and to participate 
in the action. 
I am certain you have 
been cautioned by  your 
parents and your teachers to 
exercise care during your 
participantz in your graduation exercises. I 
community, whether this would like to add my plea to 
community be local, 
national or ~lobal. theirs: you are very 
valuable human beings, 
Committed partic]patnsare' have a good time, but 
willing to do more than sit, remember, you are only 
intellectualize, and criticize, human. . 
they volunteer their 
F.M. Hamilton i /  
District Superintendent of 
Schools 
We are so 
proud rind 
pleased for all. 
Very Many 
Congratulations 
Frank Hamilton 'gives 
his adress to the 
graduates. 
H@piness, soc. 
¢ess ond high 
/deofs to five by 
- -  our eornest 
"groduot ion 
wish,to you. 
MacGiilis & Gibbs 
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Dennis Brewer with some off-the-cuff 
and cheer for the grads~ 
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i:,. A mother and daughter take time Out before the .., 
• ceremonies for a little conversation. 
Principal's Message 
John Bastin, Principal of Caledonia school, sent 
the following message tothe graduates of1977 from 
the ship the "Alexander Pusbkin", 
"Form the wild and free Atlantic I send you 
greetings. Also these few parting words of advice. 
First, respect yourself. 
Second, be gener0us. 
Third, strive for success. 
From success comes humility, out of adversity 
comes trength. 
:.: My most sincere good wishes go to each and 
?,:~.~ every member of the '77 Caledonia graduating 
• :-~:i  c lass . "  
( " r~  ,, ' 
.# 
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By DANIELA JANDA 
Good e,~ening, parents 
friends, and guests. 
By this time in the 
ceremonies the audien(~ 
has surely developed a' 
strong feeling of respect 
for the word "air- 
conditioner." 
Valedictory Address 
Although this same 
feeling is present on the 
stage, it is here in 
competition with another 
feeling.. It is in 
competition with a bit of 
s t range  fee l ing ,  
conceived from the fact 
that we are actually 
graduating. 
Alti lgh it is doubful that 
any of us will look back 
upon the last 12 years and 
interpret hem as being, 
• if I may use an old cliche, 
the "best years of our 
tremendous amount of 
influence these twelve 
years of school have had 
on our lives. Surely, they 
have even contributed to 
shape and mold us into 
the individuals we are 
today. 
I think that students, in 
many ways, are 
comparable to the 
alchemists of the Middle 
Ages whose lives were 
dedicated to the 
transformation of base 
metals into gold. 
Although no one was ever 
to succeed in actually 
Overwaitea Ltd. 
3220 Eby 
lives," I am sure that we 
all realize the 
t attaining gold, vast 
" . . . .  [ discoveries were made. 
[ Our school days are 
] similar. Although we do 
| attain a grade twelve 
] certificate, the true value 
- |  of school ies in another 
] aspect. It lies in the 
creativity and thought 
we expressed as we 
shared our feelings and 
ideas with one another. 
It is through moments 
the management  and such as these that we attained a certain 
closeness and mutual 
staff  w ish  the grads  understanding. We also had the 
priviledge to encounter 
mueh sueeess  many individuals who 
• have, through their 
in  a l l  the i r  endeavours  enthusiasm and concern, 
shown a true sincerity for 
our development. I think 
that this sincerity 
deserves our recognition. 
I do hope that the 
graduates won't interpret 
these ceremonies to be 
the "closing of a door" to 
education. Surely there 
is still much to be 
learned. 
There is one final thing 
Grocer ies  - 635-5950 that I would like to say. 
May these, who are 
Meo#s - 635-5935 graduating with me 
• i tonight, travel as far as 
/ 
Gordon & Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle 635-6576 
p.  
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Daniela Janda, class valedictorian. 
• possible in their things as possible, and 
lifetimes, may they see above all, may they 
and experience as many enjoy... 
Mayor's 
Message 
Good evening Ladies what you intend to do 
and Gentlemen, and a don't let it worry you. 
special good evening to Education is not a 
the members of the question of so many 
Graduating class, years in school. 
As your newly elected When the school doors 
Mayor I bring you close upon you forever 
greetings and best wishes you are not really at the 
from' the city of Terrace end of anything, but at 
andI would liketo say a the beginning . of 
few short "words to this everything. And so I 
wonderful group of young would like to wish each of 
people, you the very best in the 
Although you are coming years. 
graduating to-night from They are yours to do 
Senior High your with as you see fit and I 
education is just know they will be well 
~ .  used. 
H you don't know now Thank you. 
Come on, you guys. Sit down and look good. 
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Keephzg his diploma handy for future use...What 
else do you do with it? 
H •  
t 
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Picking up a .diploma. 
Somehow, you can't 
beHeve that. you are. 
actually there. Out into 
the cruel world we go. 
• } • 
GRADUATES 
Jim Neale and Doug Inglis prepare 
to dislrlbute diplomas. 
 hHTASTI C 
GRAD'S 
Keep building 
for your 
future. 
' i i 
- -  ! ] 
Our hats  off to you for aiming 
high on tile ladder of success. May 
this be just the beginning of your 
life's adl ievements.  
Skoglund Logging Ud,, 
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• Cheryl Ashcroft 
Beverley Baker 
Dolores Bazil 
Jean Beausoleli 
Heather Bellamy 
Cynthia Best ' 
Debra Bishop 
Debbie Blower 
Susanne Boser 
Catherine Bummer 
Leslie Cain 
Pamela Canary '
Margaret Chinn 
Carolyn Christiansen 
Frances Christy 
Mia Christy 
Yvonne Cleve 
• Julie Correia 
Colleen Cote 
Connie Cruickshanks 
Pamela Davies 
Terressa Dilley 
• Arlene Doell 
Leann Donald 
Yvonne Dubeau. 
Elizabeth Dunbar 
Deborah Dunphy 
Dawn Elliott 
Deborah Ellis 
Shelley Emery 
Pearl Evans 
Chris Everim 
Kathlem Fenriek 
Lynda Fenwiek, 
JeAnne Fraser. 
Celine Frenette . 
Christine Ganley 
Cathy Gardiner 
Vicki Gardiner 
Maria Gierzy 
Sylvia Godlinskl 
Lena Gomes 
Marilyn Gosnell 
• Joy Griffiths 
Laurel Grisbrock 
Betty Guerreiro 
Patsy Hoyden 
Gertrude Henkel 
Donna Hislop 
Susanna He 
Monica Holubowski 
Linda Jackson 
Daniela Janda 
Janis Jefferis 
Hazel Johnson 
Cheryl Kasperski 
• Mary Kirby 
Diana Koch . 
Renee Kovtis 
Eleanor Kuest 
Esther Kuest 
Evelyn Kuest . 
Marize LaPlante •
Kerry Letnes 
Vicki Lorimer 
Ingrid Lesch 
Linda Lufkin 
Margaret MacKay 
Carla MeColl ', ' 
Teresa Melntyre i
Pamela McKeown 
Gaff Maroney 
Jo-Ann Martin 
Winnifred Mason ' 
Vera Mchnert 
Anita Moore 
Cathy Morris0n ' 
Karen Morton., 
,~mn Meyer" 
Adeline Hadon 
Linda Niesner 
Rite Obzera 
Maureen Palahicky 
Jennifer Peal 
Deanna Peterson ' 
Donna Peterson 
• Rhonda Potter 
Bonnie Potulicki 
~Yiekey Prevost 
Brenda Quackenbush 
~ Rapceo 
Roberts 
Faith Robinson 
Dorothy Ruygrok 
Gurpal Saran 
Lucia Silva 
Carolyn Smaha 
Laurel Spencer 
Audrey Stevens 
Donna Stubbins 
Lyn Taylor 
Tummy 'Chain 
Bridget Thelitz 
Cynthia Thompson 
Cheryl Troelstra 
Deborah Turner 
Janet Vanderkwaak 
Cecilia Wallms 
Marian Watmough 
Laura Watson 
Patricia Webb 
Cindy Webster 
Linda Webster 
Ruth Wflliamson 
.mr .yn  w~ght : • 
, , ' ••  , 
Vernon Azak P .o~d Garneau ' 
Glenn Blus 
Ernst Boder 
David Bolton 
Russell Bolton. 
Ronald Bourelle 
Robert Brinmm 
Barry Brown 
Kenneth Brown 
Germane Carrita 
Frank Chapman 
Steven Chapman 
Johnny Chow 
Terry Clifford 
Lindsay Coburn 
George Cooley 
C~oCZink • 
Dagostini 
Kerry Delaney 
Patrick Dirnback 
Ernest Dtmdsl 
Tom Dye 
Kevin Earl 
Lloyd Etzerza 
Fred Euverman 
Clifford Plury 
R0naid Foote 
Lloyd Frank 
Ernest Froese 
Robert Furnseth 
Yadvinder Garcha 
Ben Graf 
FredGrandisoa 
George GreB 
Stephen Hales 
Pertti Harkonen 
Grant Harr~ 
Brad Harrison 
Barry Helt . 
Raymond Henye 
Murray Hill 
Denis Jeanneau 
Jim Jensen 
Alan Johnson 
Robert Kerman 
David Kumpolt 
Harold Laird 
Mike LeFrancois 
Ralph Lenardt 
Darrell Lindstrom 
Brian Lockhart 
Richard Lynch 
Neff MacDonald. 
Mike MacDougall 
Grant Macintosh 
Greg MacKinnoa 
Rob MacNeil 
Ken McClellan 
Lloyd McDames 
Ron Marleau 
David Middleton 
Terrace Manager Bob Tiedge 
and staff would: like. to wish 
GOOD.LUCK 
.to the graduating Class o[.,77 
~. CANADIAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF  COMMERCE 
4.7I"7 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
6 
Erie Muff 
Julio Nardin 
Craig Neaie 
,Donald Nieman 
Glm.~Nisyok 
Geoffrey Parr 
Wes Patterson 
Anton/o Pedro 
Mark Pongracz 
Marvin Quash 
Robert Seaton 
Ben Smyth 
Rick Sperandio 
Marvin Stephens 
Herman Stewart 
Bruce Sutherland 
Traey Tyndall 
John Vienneau 
David Wakefield 
Philip Webb 
Timothy Whyte 
Kevin Wilcox 
Clayton Williams 
• Perry Wirtl 
Scott Wittke 
EmOR CLASS 
i I 
COHGRATULATIONS 
You've. reocbed 
~' yourgoal and,we 
• think it's great. 
• .,,.Our wishes for suc- 
• cessfd futures are 
boundless. Good 
luck in everything 
you may attempt. 
TERRAOE INTERNATIONAL 
Truek I Equipment Lid, 
6020 gwl ,  16 W. 636-7211 
TERRAOE EQUIPMEHT SALES 
Your Summer georeatioual 0entre 
4639ilreil Ave. Terraoe 636-6384 
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whole gaggle of 81rls, l~k lng  as ravishing as possible. 
Boy, is it hot in here. 
fMMMMmMMMMMM•MMMMMMMMMMMMMMBMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM [] [] 
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: ~ CLASS OF j -~  _= 
! Come in and see us for all your i 
| msurahce needs or when you | 
| are ready to buy that first house, i 
i . -" • 4611 LAKELSE AVE 635 6361 . 
inilllllianiinaiilHHalilnlllilllilllltllllililn~ 
"Rings on their finger, bells on their toes," and flowers 
in their hair, on their dresses. 
Mlseheif in her eyes, this young lady waits /or the 
,ceremonies to begin. 
Doc's Cartage & I- 
Storage Co. Ltd. I 
• • 635,.2728 or  635-7102 ] 
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When do you  think we' l l  get  this  show on the road?  
...4;,: *....[.? ;.. 
. . I "  
We Salute You- 
A LL THE BEST 
GRADS t . 
• Congratulat ions 
from+ 
MmTIQUES & 
THE PUMPHOUSE ' 
. ~. 
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from 
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazelle 635:6600 
We wi sh~d~~ ~ 
Gourmet& International Food 
For the biggest Variety 
in the Northwest! 
For part ies and banquets  
we o f fer  
Professional  Cater ing Service. 
I 
i ~ 4603 Park Ave. l 
[*  
We're free! A swirl of skirts and a swish of jackets 
as the grads get up from the group picture pose. 
I I 
May you always driv, 
the highway of succes~ 
TERRAOE OHRYSLE| 
LTD, 
4619 Hwy 16 West 00430A 
.: Congratu la t ions!  
We wish you ~:ontinued success ~ 
after laying this firm foundation. 
PRUDEN & OURRIE 
4648 Lakelse 635-6142 
I've been waiting for this night aft year. 
Shy but shining. Everbody looked their best. 
Good Luek 
in the 
~,  Future 
" Grads : 
from Bob, 
Steve & Brian 
at 
ALL SEASONS 
SPORTING~GOODS 
4542 Lakeise Ave., Terrace 
635-2982 
r 
Boys 
Fol low me,  and quit gawking.  • 
. ,o  . .  
When can I get out of this suit, and back into my comfortable jeans? 
/ 
Sigh... 
Best of Luck 
to the  
Olass of '76 
e 
~i Fu l l *  Indian 'dress for me occussun..* 
" . , '  , . 
i!/,, /TO TUM FOrm 
i~i:i -' ii ili IIII'I~ ii~!i 4631~Kelth, Terrace 
e" 
Hats off to this grad.;. 
GRADS 
MAY ALL YOUR TR IPS  
BE  HAPPY  ONES 
~ ~EW ~UADRA TRAVEL Leaving the ~hoo| days behind, and the need to grow 
, ' , stronger in the future. The Ragg'edy Annes will be left 
L. . - ,~--~.  SERVICESLTD. ...~.o~. , 
T . r r .o .  " - - - - -  
632-213§ 638-2281 " 
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" " CLASS! GRADUATES i SENIOR 
i Terrace Drugs.,,,,Ltd, ~ ~ParkAvenue 
3207 Kalum St. Terrace ~ 
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